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from the chairperson:
October 21,1991

The past few months certainly have been busy ones for all of us! As interest in East
Asian studies grows on campuses throughout the country we can expect to have
more meetings and other activities in the coming months and years. O n e problem
of being busy is that we forget about the importance of communication. Please
remember to send notices of your activities, reports of meetings attended (if
relevant to CEAL), announcements of new librarians hired, etc. to the CEAL
bulletin or to eastlib, our electronic bulletin board (to subscribe, send a message to:
eastlib@archive.acs.unc.edu and then send the command: "subscribe eastlib" to
read the messages in the bulletin board).
In the past few weeks the task forces charged with compiling the C E A L directory
and collecting our annual statistics have been busy. If you have not b e e n contacted
by them and would like to be included in the statistics, please get in touch with Juyen Teng at the University of Arizona (jyteng@ccit.arizona.edu; tel: 602-621-6380;
fax: 602-621-4619). W e would like to include as many collections as possible in the
C E A L annual survey.
If your library has not been listed in previous directories and you would like to be
listed, contact: Chung-ming Lung at the University of Virginia (cl@virginia.edu; tel:
804-924-4978; fax: 804-924-4337). This year we are making a special effort to
include all members, including foreign members. C E A L members now include:
Institutions
United States
Canada
England
Japan
France
Germany
Australia
Hong Kong
Taiwan
Netherlands
Austria
China
Denmark
Israel
Korea
Singapore
Sweden

61
7
7
6
5
5
4
4
1
2
1
1
1
1
1

Personal
177
13
2
3
2
3

I
1

Total membership is 309 (201 personal and 108 institutional).
receive requests for membership.
Plans for the annual meeting are already underway.
confirmation of our meeting times, as follows:

W e continue to

I have received tentative

April 1,1992

8:00-10:30 p.m.

C E A L Executive Group

April 2,1992

9:00-11:30 a.m.

C E A L Plenary Session

1:00-3:00 p.m.

Subcommittee on Technical Processing

3:00-5:00 p.m.

Subcommittee on Library Technology

8:00-10:00 p.m.

Subcommittee on Korean Materials

6:30-8:30 p.m.

Subcommittee on Japanese Materials

9:00-11:00 p.m.

Subcommittee on Chinese Materials

April 3,1992

Feel free to contact me about anything:
Telephone:
FAX:
e-mail:

614-292-3502
614-292-7859
donovan.l@osu.edu

With best wishes,
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ARTICLES

P R O B L E M S IN C A T A L O G I N G K O R E A N CLASSICAL L I T E R A T U R E

Joy Kim

University of Southern California

In March 1988 I wrote to the Library of Congress (LC) to call attention to some is
sues I perceived as problematic regarding L C s practice in cataloging Korean litera
ture. I circulated copies of this correspondence to Korean colleagues within the
Committee on East Asian Libraries and received many positive comments from
them. However, I have yet to hear from the Library of Congress. Since the issues
are not confined to Korean literature only but have wider implications for other na
tional literatures, including in particular Chinese and Japanese, I would like to share
my thoughts on them with you. If I am fortunate enough to receive vour support, we
may together be able to approach the Library of Congress with much more
effectiveness.
I. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OF THE PROBLEM
Before the invention of Hangul in 1443, the Chinese language had b e e n the only
practical means of writing for all Korean authors. Even after the invention of
Hangul, most authors and scholars refused to use this excellent writing system for
nearly five hundred years and continued to write in Chinese. Hangul has gradually
gained in popularity over this long period of time and it began to achieve wide
acceptance in the late 1800s. In the meantime, a substantial number of works were
written in Chinese, forming an indispensable portion of Korean literary history.
This situation has created the following cataloging question: are these works (in
articular, literary works) to be regarded as Chinese literature or as Korean
terature?
In terms of descriptive cataloging, the Library of Congress consistently treats them
as Korean materials. Even though the works are written in pure classical Chinese,
all descriptive information is romanized according to the McCune-Reischauer
romanization system for Korean (rather than the Chinese Wade-Giles system) and
rightly so, I believe. In machine-readable cataloging, the language is coded as
Korean in fixed fields rather than as Chinese.
The subject cataloging of these materials has not been as straightforward. The
purpose of this talk is to examine L C s past and present practices and to point out
some inconsistencies and problems associated with these practices. Before I go on
to do that, however, I would like to examine some basic guidelines and comparable
subject headings to illustrate certain "standard" practices. Please bear in mind that
the word "literature" is used throughout this presentation comprehensively to in
clude all major genres of literature such as fiction, poetry, drama, etc.
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II. BASIC PRINCIPLES O F LITERATURE HEADINGS
I quote instructions from the Subject Cataloging Manual: Subject Headings, instruc
tion sheet H 1156.* I have rearranged the order according to the particular logical
development of my presentation:
The literature o f . . . independent nations . . . must b e established with
the national or regional group as an independent literature (using a
parenthetical language qualifier if necessary). Use the . . . free-float
ing, [author group] subdivisions under any literature or major genre of
a literature for [internal] author groups [i.e. those living inside the
country] that identify subordinate bodies of that literature. . . . For
external author groups, i.e. those living outside the country normally
associated with the literature to which they are contributing, use sim
ple geographical subdivision, e.g., G e r m a n l i t e r a t u r e - R u m a n i a .
I would like to review applications of these instructions, using some actual LC
headings.
III. PATTERN HEADINGS
1. National Literatures
American literature (English language literature by U.S. authors living in the
U.S.)
Mexican literature (Spanish language literature by Mexican authors living in
Mexico)
Brazilian literature (Portuguese language literature by Brazilian authors
living in Brazil)
2. National Literatures With Language Qualifiers
African literature (French) (French language literature of independent
African nations)
Philippine literature (English) (Philippine literature in the English lan
guage)
Philippine literature (Spanish) (Philippine literature in the Spanish lan
guage)
3 . National Literatures with Author Group Subdivisions
American literature-German [or French, etc.] authors (English language
literature by a group of Germans [or French, etc.] living in the U.S.)
4. National Literature with Geographical Subdivisions
Swedish literature-Canada (Swedish language literature by a group of
Swedish speakers living in Canada)
"Library of Congress Subject Cataloging Division, Subject Cataloging Manual: Sub
ject Headings, 3d edition, Vol. 1 H30-H1200, (Washington, D.C.: Library of
Congress Cataloging Distribution Service, 1988), page 3, rev. 02/28/90.
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German l i t e r a t u r e - F r a n c e (German language literature by a group of Ger
m a n speakers living in France)
The headings in the first group represent National literatures, which refers to works
of an independent nation. Note that in these examples, terms denoting nationality
do not necessarily agree with terms associated with languages. Therefore, the litera
ture of Brazil is not called Portuguese literature even though it is written in Por
tuguese, but Brazilian literature.
The headings in the second group represent national literatures qualified by a lan
guage. Language qualifications may be used when the language is not implied or
when more than one language is used (or was used) within the literature.
The headings in the third group represent literature by a particular author group
who are living inside the country to which they are contributing in the same lan
guage. This type of subdivision is used for author groups that identity subordinate
bodies of that literature.
The headings in the fourth group represent literatures by a particular author group
who are living outside the country normally associated with the literature to which
they are contributing in that country's language.
Having examined these, I would like to go back to our original subject, Korean liter
ature. Please remember that most of the discussion in this presentation applies also
to Japanese literature which shares a similar historical situation with Korean.
IV. PROBLEMS IN KOREAN LITERATURE CATALOGING
Let's consider the following two headings for Korean literature. Both headings have
been used by the Library of Congress to represent the Korean classical literature
written in Chinese in early centuries, as I described in my introductory remarks.
1.

Chinese literature - Korean authors

2.

Chinese literature - Korea

According to the instructions in the Subject Cataloging Manual and the pattern
headings we examined earlier, these two headings represent two different concepts;
one concept cannot replace the other. The heading, Chinese l i t e r a t u r e - K o r e a n au
thors should refer to Chinese-language literature written by Koreans living in China
as a subordinate body of Chinese literature. The second heading, Chinese litera
t u r e - K o r e a , should refer to Chinese-language literature written by a group of Chi
nese living in Korea. At the end of 1989, the second heading replaced the first,
making it impossible to use the first heading at all. The Library of Congress had
been using the first heading to refer to Korean works written in Chinese during the
early period. D u e to this practice, the Library of Congress may have thought that
the two headings represented more or less the same concept and that, therefore, one
might replace the other. However, this change makes it impossible to bring out the
Korean author group within Chinese literature, i.e., Chinese-language works written
by Koreans living in China.
The most obvious interpretation of this practice would be that the Library of
Congress regards Korean literature as a subordinate body of or a provincial variant
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of Chinese literature. A n examination of some classification numbers would seem
to confirm this interpretation. For example, in the LC Chinese literature classifica
tion schedule, under the heading, Provincial, local, colonial etc., Chinese literature
outside China, Japan and Korea are listed, along with other Asian nations, with spe
cific ranges of numbers for each. (Please see Addendum A for this section from the
LC classification schedule.) It would be proper to use these numbers for Chineselanguage works written by Chinese people living outside of China but not for works
by Koreans, Japanese, and other people of independent nations who borrowed the
Chinese language at some point in the past. However, I have seen numerous exam
ples in which the Library of Congress used these numbers for works by Korean
authors.
The schedule for individual authors reveals equally inconsistent practices. In the
1988 cumulated edition of the P L schedule, from the period of the Sung dynasty to
the Ch'ing dynasty (960 A.D. - 1 9 1 2 A D . ) , under Chinese literature, I have identi
fied fifty-seven Korean authors. (Please see Addendum B for some examples of
these names.) For approximately the same period, only twenty-nine individual au
thors - one-half of the number entered under Chinese literature - are listed in the
Korean literature section. This two-way treatment suggests a division of opinion
within the Library of Congress. I certainly would hate to think that each of the
twenty-nine names under the Korean section represents an error! Even more con
fusing is the fact that the following four authors have class numbers in both places.
Name

Korean literature

Chinese literature

Yi, Kyu-bo, 1168-1241
Yi, Che-hyon, 1287-1367
Chong, Choi, 1536-1593
H o , Kyun, 1569-1618

PL987.Y56
PL987,Y5
PL988.C6
PL989.27.K9

PL2687.Y5
PL2694.Y5
PL2698.C562
PL2698.H59

Among these four, only H o Kyun and Chong Choi wrote in both languages. Yi Chehyon and Yi Kyu-bo could not have written in Korean since the Korean alphabet
was not in existence in their lifetime.
In the light of the evidence so far reviewed, which suggests that the Library of
Congress does not recognize the existence of "Korean literature" as an independent
national literature for the period in question, it is ironic that it has established pe
riod subdivisions for those very periods under the heading Korean literature.
Korean literature
- K o r y o period, 935-1392
- M i d d l e Korean, 935-1500
To be logically consistent, shouldn't these period subdivisions be placed under Chi
nese l i t e r a t u r e - K o r e a (current LC heading)?
With this kind of inconsistent treatment of classical Korean literature by the Library
of Congress, we are constantly faced with the predicament of multiple possibilities
as illustrated by the following table.
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Subject

Korean
literature

Chinese
literature

Provincial Chinese
-Korea

Criticism:
History:
Individual:

PL954.A2
PL955.A2
PL986-989

PL2261
PL2263
PL2687-2733

PL3060-3078
PL3060-3078

V. RECOMMENDATIONS
Some Korean librarians have decided this situation is unacceptable and have
adopted various local practices which, in turn, have created inconsistencies and lack
of standardization among institutions. To address this problem, I would like to rec
ommend that the Library of Congress make the following changes.
1.

Adopt Korean literature (Chinese) as a valid heading to represent the early
Korean classical works written in Chinese.
The word "Korean" in this suggested heading refers to the nation of Ko
r e a - n o t to the language. Tins recommendation is patterned after other
similar changes which were published in Cataloging Service Bulletin no. 48
(Spring 1990). For example, French literature-Belgian authors has changed
to Belgian literature (French), and French poetry-Swiss authors has
changed to Swiss poetry (French). Please see Addendum C for these and
other examples.

2.

Reinstate the heading Chinese literature - Korean authors for Chinese-lan
guage works written by Koreans living in China.

3.

Restrict the use of the heading Chinese literature - Korea for Chinese-lan
guage works written by Chinese people living in Korea.

4.

Move the individual Korean authors from the Chinese section to the appro
priate Korean section, except those, if any, who emigrated to China and
wrote in Chinese consistently.

5.

D o not use PL3060-3078 for Korean literature at all. Instead, make it clear
that this range of numbers is for Chinese literature written by Chinese people
living outside of China.
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A. S C H E D U L E F O R L O C A L CHINESE

PL

LITERATURE

LANGUAGES OF EASTERN ASIA, AFRICA, OCEANIA

3033

Chinese language and literature
Chinese literature
Provincial, local, colonial, etc. - Continued
Chinese literature outside China
General
Special (XXIII)
Asia
Japan
Korea
Southeast Asia
India
Other, A-Z
Australia. New Zealand
Europe
By country, A-Z
The Americas
United States
Canada
Other, A-Z
Africa
1

3038
3040-(3058)
3060-(3073)
3080-(30S3)
3100-(3118)
3119
3120-(3138)
3139
3143
3149
3150-(3168)
3170-(3186)
3180
3190-(3208)
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B.

EXAMPLES OF KOREAN AUTHORS
(denoted by a star "*")

LISTED

UNDER

CHINESE

LITERATURE

PL

PL

Chinese language and literature
Chinese literature
Individual authors and works
Ming Dynasty, 1368-1644 (XXXLX, XL or XLIII, unless
otherwise specified)
Other, A-Z - Continued
.L59
Liu, Tsung-chou, 1578-1645
.L62
Lo, Ch'i, d. ca. 1519
.L63
Lo, Ch'in-shun, 1465-1547
.L645
Lo, Hung-hsien, 1504-1564
1

2698

.L66
.L67
.L68
.L83
.L85

Lo, Lun, 1431-1478
Lo, Mao-teng, 16th/17th cent.
Lou, Chien, 1567-1631
Lu, Nan, 16th cent.
Lu, Shen, 1477-1544

.M5
.N49
.N52
.N54

Miao-sheng, Shih, 14th cent.
Nam, Hyo-on, 1454-1492
Ni, Wen-hsi
Ni, Yuan-lu, 1593-1644
Ni, Yuen, chin shih 1464

.P33
.P333
.P34
.P52
.P54

Pak, Sang, 1474-1530
Pak, Un, 1479-1504
P'an, Hsi-tseng, 1476-1532
Pi, Tzu-yen, 1569-1638
Pien, Kung, 1476-1532

.S37
.S45
.S47
.S477
.S48
.S54

Shao, Pao, 1460-1527
She, Hsiang, chu jen 1558
Shen, Ching, 1553-1610
Shen, Kuang-wen, 16127-1688
Shen, Lien, 1507-1527
Shui hu hsu chi

* .N35

*
*

* .S543
* .S55
* .S56
•

.S7S
.S79

Sim, Su-gyong, 1516-1599
Sin, Suk-chu, 1417-1475
So", Ko-jcng, 1420-1488
Song, Ik-p'il, 1534-1599
Sosan Taesa, 1520-1604
Sun, Chi-Kao, chin shih 1574
Sun, Fen, 1334-1389

.S795
.S82
.S84
.S85

San, Hsu, chin shih 1499
Sun, Tso, 14th cent.
Sung, Lien, 1310-1381
Sung, Mao-ch'eng, ch'u jen 1612

.S6

* .S64
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HEADING

---M-

. _ . —CdLjlnaina^ejivir.fi

Austrian authors
Children's stories, G e r m a n —
Swiss authors
Chinese drama—Malaysian authors
-if. Chinese fiction—Korean authors
Chinese literature—Japanese
authors
Chinese literature—Korean
authors
Chinese p o e t r y — K o r e a n authors
Clrio de Nazare, Delem, Brazil
Clearinghouse
Climatology, Medical
Communism and leadership
Concrete music
Cookery (Garnishes)
Cotte de Saint-Brclade Site
(Jersey)
Cynoscion nebulosus
Dust explosion
Education of children
Education of c h i l d r e n —
Cross-cultural studies
— > English fiction—Commonwealth
of N a t i o n n authors
— ^ English l i t e r a t u r e —
Commonwealth of Nations
authors
English literature—Marathi
authors
— ^ E n g l i s h poetry—Commonwealth of
Nations authors
Enterotoxin
Espinosa Site (Luzon,
Philippines)
Estonia—History—Russian
occupation, 1940-1941
Estonia—History—Russian
occupation, 1940-1941
Personal narratives
European wildcat as pets
Ezell family
F-16 (Fighter planes)
Ferret as laboratory animals
Ferret as pets
Fire-alarms
Flores Sea
Fluorouracil—Analogs

Battle of, 1915
Chamorros
Chicha (Liquor)
Children's stories, G e r m a n —

Calorimeters and calorimetry
Calorimeters and calorimetry
Carib Indians—Reservations
Celaya (Celaya, Mexico), 2d

CANCELLED

HEADING

literature—Korea

liullnLin..Jla^

4S

fr.pring

Estonia—History—Soviet
occupation, 1940-1941
Estonia—History—Soviet
occupation, 1 9 4 0 - 1 9 4 1 —
Personal narratives
European wildcats as pets
Ezzell family
F-16 (Jet fighter plane)
Ferrets as laboratory animals
Ferrets as pets
Fire alarms
Flores Sea (Indonesia)
Fluorouracil—Derivatives

YES
NO
NO
YES
YES
YES
NO
NO

NO

NO

NO
NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

YES
YES
YES
NO

NO
YES
YES
YES
NO
NO
NO

YES

YES
YES
YES

YES
YES
NO
NO

fQQH)

English literature—Maratha
authors
Commonwealth of Nations poetry
(English)
Enterotoxins
Espinosa Site (Philippines)

Chinese poetry—Korea
Clrio de Nazare Festival
Clearinghouses (Banking)
Medical climatology
Communist leadership
Musique concrete
Garnishes (Cookery)
Cotte de Sainte-Brelade Site
(Jersey, Channel Islands)
Spotted seatrout
Dust explosions
Education
Education—Cross-cultural
studies
Commonwealth of Nations
fiction (English)
Commonwealth of Nations
literature (English)

Chinese

Children's stories, Swiss
(German)
Chinese drama—Malaysia
Chinese fiction—Korea
Chinese literature—Japan

Calorimeters
Calorimetry
Cariban Indians—Reservations
Celaya (Celaya, Mexico), 2nd
Battle of, 1915
Chamorro (Micronesian people)
Chicha
Children's stories, Austrian

REPLACEMENT

HEADING

German

literature—Germany

Gibraltar—History—Siege,
1779-1783

German literature—Germany
(West)
German literature—Germany
(West)—Bavaria
German literature—Germany
(West)—Swabia
Swiss literature (German)
Austrian poetry
German poetry—Czechoslovakia
German poetry—Poland
Austrian prose literature

Belgian poetry (French)
Swiss poetry (French)
Carib Indians
Austrian drama
Austrian fiction
Austrian literature

Catnlnaina

Srrvicf* Unllrtin.

No. 48 f . ^ n r i n n

joon)

Headings with a star (*) illustrate
changed headings which contradict
the instruction sheet H 1165.

NO

YES

YES
YES

YES
YES
NO
YES
YES
YES

YES

Swiss literature

(French)

YES
YES
YES

HEADING

Belgian drama (French)
Belgian fiction (French)
Belgian literature (French)

REPLACEMENT

Headings
with
an arrow
(-->)
illustrate the current practice of
establishing literature headings
for independent nations, with a
language qualifier when necessary,
rather than establishing headings
for the language of the works.

German l i t e r a t u r e — G e r m a n y —
Bavaria
German l i t e r a t u r e — G e r m a n y —
Swabia
}—> German literature—Switzerland
I — > German poetry—Austrian authors
j -ft German poetry—Czech authors
j
German poetry—Polish authors
j — ^ G e r m a n prose l i t e r a t u r e —
I
Austrian authors
j
Gibraltar—Siege, 1779-1783

|
j
|

I

j

— ^ French drama—Belgian authors
•—> French fiction—Belgian authors
j_^French literature—Belgian
authors
French literature—Swis3
authors
j—> French poetry—Belgian authors
— ^ F r e n c h poetry—Swiss authors
•
Galibi Indians
• — ) G e r m a n drama—Austrian authors
I-T-^German fiction—Austrian authors
' — ^ G e r m a n literature—Austrian
\
authors

CANCELLED

ACCESSING J A P A N E S E D A T A BASES
O N P E R S O N A L C O M P U T E R S IN T H E U N I T E D STATES

Scott Edward Harrison

Harvard Law School l i b r a r y

Reference librarians working in Japanese studies are showing more and more inter
est in gaining access to data bases and other sources of electronic information from
Japan. This is not an easy task due to the complexity of telecommunications net
works and differences in computer operating systems in the United States and
Japan. Until very recently, one needed to have a Japanese-language computer (such
as an N E C P C 9801 series), communications software, extension board, and printer,
or a Macintosh with a Japanese operating system in order to log onto a data base in
Japan. Significant investments in hardware and software, complicated problems in
volving telecommunications, and the amount of specialized technical expertise re
quired to set up and run such "arcane" systems understandably discouraged all but
the most determined and financially able groups (or individuals) from establishing
their own transpacific links. D u e to new developments in software and telecommu
nications, the situation has changed considerably and East Asian libraries can now
consider relatively easy access to some forms of Japanese electronic information
without spending large sums on specialized hardware and engaging the services of a
Japanese computer expert.
In this article, I will discuss what is entailed in accessing Japanese online data bases
and C D - R O M products from Japan in this country. My purpose is to provide infor
mation as to how a library might go about establishing access to these data bases
and about what to expect in the way of hardware/software requirements, costs, set
up procedures, and possible difficulties. This is not a data base review article, al
though I will speculate on the utility of some products to librarians in Japanese
studies collections.
Before discussing data base access, however, it might be beneficial to provide some
brief background information on the nature of Japanese personal computers for
those who may not be fully aware of the important differences that exist between the
computers of J a p a n and those of the United States. First of all, it is necessary to de
fine two terms. A "Japanese" personal computer refers to Japanese-language comuters made in Japan, running under a Japanese operating system, using a Japanese
eyboard and display, and designed for domestic use. It does not refer to Japanesemade computers for western languages sold in the United States by N E C , Epson,
Toshiba, and others. In broad terms, an "American" personal computer refers to
IBM PCs and compatibles running under the English-language version of MS-DOS.
Many people ask if Japanese-language personal computers can run American soft
ware written for IBM PCs and compatibles. In most cases the answer is no. Basi
cally, this is because personal computers intended for western languages are de
signed to process letters and symbols which occupy one byte of space in comparison
to Japanese computers which are designed to process graphic characters which oc
cupy two bytes 01 space each. The two systems are not compatible because of dif
ferences in display requirements, coding of information, keyboard structure, and
many other complex factors. In addition, Japanese computers have proprietary op
erating systems which are different from those in the United States. Consequently,
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with the few exceptions noted below, an ordinary Japanese P C cannot run American
software or operate in conjunction with programs designed for the IBM P C family of
computers, nor can an American PC run programs written for a Japanese computer.
The first exception to this is a class of Japanese personal computers known as archi
tecture extended (AX) machines. These computers, initially made by companies
such as Matsushita, Sanyo, Sharp, and Mitsubishi, were designed to run American
software for the IBM A T as well as Japanese programs which were written for or
enhanced to run under the A X operating system. Unfortunately, individual design
differences in each company's line of machines resulted in partial incompatibility
with each other in the Japanese mode and difficulties running English-language MSD O S software. Newer A X machines have incorporated many improvements and
the level of incompatibility has been reduced. However, users still experience
problems running some versions of Japanese and American software.
1

The other exception is a recently-announced machine from AST Research Japan
which claims to run both MS-DOS applications and N E C P C 9801 series software.
It is called the AST DualStation 386SX/16 and features a 110 MB hard drive and 2
MB of R A M . The computer automatically selects the correct operating system de
pending on the application being used. Consequently, it is possible to run English
IBM software and Japanese N E C 9801 series software on one machine, but not at
the same time. It cost approximately $4,500 in Japan.
2

The A X computers and the AST product are not sold in the United States and will
not be supported or serviced here by their respective companies even if brought
from Japan by individuals. This, combined with high price tags, make them a risky
investment for any library.
There are two additional A X "solutions" to the problem of making an American
personal computer function as a Japanese PC. Both are available in the United
States from Pacific Software Publishing in Seattle, Washington. Readers are invited
to contact Mr. Richard Stratton at (206) 232-3989 for more information.
The first solution is a hardware device called the Proside A X Kit. It consists of a
board that plugs into a P C equipped with either a 286 or 386 processor and a multiSync monitor. In conjunction with a Japanese keyboard, it emulates the A X oper
ating system. This board also allows the transposition of Japanese text over graph
ics. The board costs $700 and an AX-compatible printer runs between $700 and
$1,500.
The other solution is a piece of software known as the A X V G A / S Development
System scheduled to be released later this year. It is supplied on a floppy disk and
apparently will enable any PC equipped with a 386 processor and V G A display to
function as a Japanese A X computer. No special keyboard is required. It is antici
pated that this software will function with Epson dot-matrix and H P Laserjet print
ers; but there are no guarantees being put forward. The price of this software is ex
pected to be between $100 and $200.
R i c h a r d F. May, "It Must be Getting Better, Because It's Been So Bad," PC Report
(May 1990): p . 43.
2

"AST Offers Dual I B M / N E C Compatibility," ATArashii
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(May 1991): p . 21.

It should be remembered that an American P C operating under the A X V G A / S sys
tem can run only Japanese software that has been written for, or specifically en
hanced for, the A X system. This means that an ordinary copy of Ichitaro (a popular
word processing program) for N E C computers will not work on a P C running A X
V G A / S . O n the other hand, an A X version of Ichitaro or an N E C / A X version will
work. This is an important distinction that should be kept in mind.
It is for the most part true that there is presently no one standard for Japanese per
sonal computers. With very few exceptions, there is nothing like the IBM compati
bles in Japan. N E C machines run on NEC's own proprietary operating system.
Fujitsu personal computers run on a Fujitsu system. They are not compatible with
each other or with computers made by Sharp, Toshiba, or Hitachi. Consequently, a
software package intended for N E C personal computers will not run on a Sony or
Fujitsu computer. As mentioned above, the A X machines are the first attempt to
change this. T h e current market situation in Japan resembles the personal com
puter market in the United States in the early 1980s when every computer maker
had his own version of the CPM operating system and there was very little
"compatibility."
3

In comparison, personal computers in Taiwan are based on the American IBM op
erating system and have the same hardware requirements. Both Chinese and En
glish software packages from Taiwan can be run on American IBM and compatible
personal computers, although not without problems.
Fortunately, it is no longer necessary to have a "Japanese" computer to gain online
access to Japan's data bases. It has been possible for quite some time for Macintosh
computers running under the Japanese operating system called KanjiTalk to
connect to computers in Japan.
Now, thanks to a text editor and
telecommunications package called KanjiComm, IBM PCs and compatibles can also
connect to data bases in Japan. Both types of computers can execute searches,
display the results in Japanese, download information, and print it out in Japanese
on printers m a d e for the U.S. market. Transpacific electronic mail in "real"
Japanese is also possible for IBM and M A C users in the United States.
4

Basic hardware and software requirements for an online data base connection to
Japan are as follows (the presence of a modem is assumed). T h e requirements for
IBM PCs and compatibles are: an AT-class machine or higher with hard disk, E G A ,
VGA, or Super VGA, and the KanjiComm software package. Macintosh computers
need a hard disk and at least 2 MB of R A M , the Japanese operating system
KanjiTalk, and EGTalk, a telecommunication program. Libraries fortunate enough
to have an N E C 9801 series PC, IBM PS55, or similar Japanese computer can also
connect to most Japanese data base services provided they have the correct m o d e m
and appropriate Japanese telecommunications software.
At the present time KanjiComm costs $200.00. The menus are in Japanese, as is the
main manual. A summary manual is available in English. MacKanji (which in
cludes KanjiTalk and a text editor) retails for $99.95. T h e Mac LC and Ilsi require
^'Japan is a Mirror Image of the U.S.," P. C Letter (June 18,1989).
4

R e a d e r s interested in this topic are referred to Ken R. Lunde's excellent article,
"Electronic Transfer of Japanese," in the September/October 1990 issue of
ATArashii. KanjiComm also supports an electronic mail function.
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a later version of KanjiTalk which lists at $400.00. EGTalk, which is usable on any
Macintosh, is $299.00.
IBM and compatible computers can print search results in Japanese on the H P
Laserjet II or higher, H P Deskjet series, and some dot matrix printers such as the
more popular models in the IBM and Epson lines. Macintosh users can print
Japanese with the Apple LaserWriter, H P Laserjet III (with Apple Talk), and the
Apple Imagewriter. Japanese computers need Japanese printers, cables, and possi
bly some type of interface card.
O n e of the easiest and most inexpensive Japanese data base connections available
to libraries in this country is the G-Search service (formerly known as Hi-net). This
service is offered through Japanese Language Services (JLS) located in Boston.
This company also sells the software packages mentioned above and can be of assis
tance in gaining telephone access to TYMPAS (a packet switching network affili
ated with T Y M N E T ) which enables one to connect to G-Search in Japan by placing
a local call in the United States. Interested parties may contact:
Mr. Takeshi Tokushige, Technical Support Manager
Japanese Language Services
186 Lincoln Street
Boston, M A 02111
Telephone: (617)338-2211
Fax: (617)338-4611
There is also the option of dialing direct to Japan using A T & T or other companies
such as MCI and Sprint. In this case, the subscriber would pay for the international
call and receive an invoice from Japanese Language Services for data base use. At
the present time, it is possible to arrange a TYMPAS connection through JLS, use a
JLS account to logon to TYMPAS, access G-Search with one's own account and
password and receive one statement from JLS for telecommunications charges and
data base usage. The subscriber pays for the local telephone charges.
The initial cost for G-Search is $200.00 which includes establishing an account, is
suance of a password, manual, and one hour of support in the Boston office of JLS
or by phone with the customer paying for the calls. There is a monthly minimum of
$75.00. A charge of $1.00-3.00 is incurred each time a data base is accessed. Users
may anticipate TYMPAS charges at 25 Yen per minute for connect time and 50 Yen
per K-byte of information displayed. Setup charges for a TYMPAS account are ap
proximately $75.00.
Access to G-Search on an IBM PC or compatible is accomplished through
KanjiComm which dials the number to TYMPAS and establishes contact in much
the same way that Procomm does in an English-language environment. KanjiComm
also makes it possible for the P C to receive and display Japanese. G-Search is
available twenty-three hours a day and offers access to some forty Japanese data
bases of which the following are currently available to subscribers in the United
States as the screen menu below indicates:
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Other data bases, such as
- jinbutsu jinzai joho from Nichigai Associates, are
also available for a separate charge.
In order to enter a data base, one simply types in the appropriate code found at the
lefthand side of each data base listed. In the Yomiuri Shinbun kiji detabesu, for ex
ample, one can search any word in any article using the "free term" index. Keywords
(assigned thesaurus terms) can be used to produce a narrower search. Another ap
proach involves selecting a subject portion of the data base, such as economics, and
then searching the subset with "free terms" or keywords. It is also possible to qualify
searches by date and certain other restrictors, although I understand that this can be
time consuming. All search requests are typed in romaji and converted to kana by
the system. It is not possible to construct a search with Chinese characters and one
must be aware of the potential problems caused by homonyms and formulate search
strategies accordingly.
I brought a few actual reference inquiries to JLS to see how the G-Search Service
would respond. I will summarize our experience with three out of six search results.
The first question we dealt with involved a request for information regarding public
reaction to recent changes in the abortion laws in Japan. W e were not able to find
anything substantial related to legal matters and abortion. We did, however, dis
cover that many articles retrieved were about abortion in countries other than
Japan, as might be expected for a newspaper that covers international events. T h e
importance of a well-constructed search soon became apparent.
The second request was for current articles by or about Kuroiwa Jugo. We searched
the Yomiuri data base for the free term "Kuroiwa Jugo" and within less than a
minute received sixteen citations ranging in time from November 1986 to July 1991.
Figure 2 below shows what the search request looks like on screen:
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T h e third request came from a graduate student investigating the antismoking
movement in Japan. A search on the free term "ken'en" (meaning antismoking)
produced seventeen citations. The addition of "tabako" as a free term produced
1,651 citations. Combining the two results produced fifteen citations ranging from
January 1987 to July 1991. Four of the citations did not deal directly with Japan.
Although one would need experience in the use of free term searches, combinations,
and qualifiers to assure maximum coverage, the preliminary result we obtained pro
vided the researcher with access to articles concerning the creation of antismoking
posters, a proposal (demand) to prohibit workers from smoking in the Setagaya
W a r d Office, a decision to place eleven female high school students on probation
for smoking, and finally, a call for participation in a smokeless G o h tournament.
T h e cost in yen for the session which included the last two searches mentioned
above and some others not reported here is as follows:

Access to the Yomiuri data base:
Headlines displayed:
Full text requested:
Total

16

¥300
¥1,040
¥600
¥1,940

(52 @ 20 yen each)

The table above does not include telecommunications charges which add approxi
mately $10.00 to the cost of the searches. This represents about an hour of connect
time and, it should be emphasized, includes time taken by my questions and re
quests for variant search strategies on the same question.
Plans are in progress to add thirty more Japanese data bases to G-Search by the
spring of 1992. ft is hoped that easy access to the entire G-Search service without
supplemental charges will be available in the United States sometime late in 1992.
Another major data base service available in this country is the Nihon Keizai Shinbun's Nikkei Databank, also known collectively as Nikkei Telecom. There is an
English-language data base and a Japanese-language data base which differ in con
tent and in their fees. In order to connect to the Japanese data base, one may use
an IBM P C or M A C in conjunction with access software supplied by Nihon Keizai
Shinbun. Naturally, a Japanese computer may also b e used. T h e Japanese data
base is divided into four components. Of these, the Sogoban and the Nikkei News
Telecom are of most interest to East Asian libraries. T h e former is concerned with
financial and market news, while the latter is a general news and reference data
base with a business emphasis. Access to these data bases can be accomplished
through Nikkei's N E E D S - N E T communication nodes in New York, Los Angeles,
and Washington, D.C. or through T Y M N E T or ITT.
The initial setup fee for any of the four data bases is $280.00. Subscribers may then
choose from three different fee plans. The flat rate for the Nikkei News Telecom
data base is $1,000 per month and allows for unlimited access. T h e 'Type 1A base
rate" consists of a monthly charge of $400.00 plus $0.50 per minute of connect time.
The 'Type I B base rate" requires a monthly payment of $100.00 and connect
charges of $1.00 per minute. In addition, there are various charges that apply to the
use of certain data bases for subscribers in the "Type IB" category. I understand
that it is not possible to download information to a disk. Consequently, search re
sults need to be read on the screen or printed online. For more information, read
ers may contact:
Mr. M a r k B . Duff
Sales Department
Nihon Keizai Shinbun America, Inc.
1221 Avenue of the Americas
Suite 1802
New York, NY 10020
Telephone: (212) 512-3600
C D - R O M data bases have many attractive features but present some different ac
cess-related problems than do online data bases. C D - R O M applications require
software which tells the computer how to search the disk, to format information, and
to display it on the screen. In the case of Japanese C D - R O M products, the software
is written for Japanese computers and cannot be run on an American machine. In
addition, a Japanese C D - R O M drive using the format required by the C D - R O M
application is necessary. This drive must be capable of being connected to the P C
and one needs to have the correct cable(s) and interface board. Most Japanese
R O M drives also require C D - R O M extensions software. Many factors have to
come together for a C D - R O M application to run properly; the P C itself must be
able to run the application software and the C D - R O M drive, display, and interface
board must all work together. There is absolutely no guarantee that a hard
ware/software configuration put together to run one specific C D - R O M application
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will run other C D - R O M products off the shelf without any problems. However, if
one has a "major" hardware configuration, such as an N E C 9801 V series P C and an
N E C PC-CD 103 R O M drive with proper C D - R O M extensions and interface board,
there should not be any serious difficulty running most C D - R O M packages as long
as the correct version of the search software is selected.
Such equipment could be purchased from dealers in Japan, but there would be no
service or support in this country and a stepdown transformer would be needed for
equipment designed to run only on 100 volts. The import duty on personal comput
ers brought into America from Japan is 3.9 percent.
In theory it could be possible for an American P C running A X V G A / S software to
support a Japanese C D - R O M drive. However, this has not yet been tried and it re
mains to be seen if the two components can be connected to work together properly.
The availability of C D - R O M packages for the A X system will also be a primary
concern. There are also C D - R O M packages available for the Macintosh in Japan;
however, it appears that availability of data bases such as J-BISC, Asahi Shinbun
data base, and various periodical and statistical indexes is quite limited. At this
point in time, Japanese equipment seems to be the only sure option for accessing
the widest possible range of Japanese C D - R O M products.
To repeat what I said above, libraries in this country may turn to Japanese Language
Services for an N E C configuration similar to the one described above. It is not an
inexpensive proposition and prices may vary depending on exchange rates and avail
ability. The following figures (F.O.B. Boston) provide a good indication of what to
expect:
N E C P C (640 K, 2 1MB disk drives)
40 M B hard disk
Color display (includes cable)
Printer (80 column)
C D - R O M drive (with interface board)
C D - R O M extensions
Total

$2,700
1,400
1,098
1,200
2,300
200
$8,598

In addition, the C D - R O M drive will, for the immediate future, require a stepdown
transformer to change 110-120 volts to 100 volts. All of the above equipment, ex
cept for the C D - R O M drive, can be serviced in the United States. JLS will arrange
service for the C D - R O M drive which would need to be done in Japan. Technical
support for the entire configuration is available by phone or in Boston from JLS.
C D - R O M drives purchased in Japan for $500-$ 1,000 (plus consumption tax if appli
cable, shipping and handling, insurance, and import duty of about 3.7 percent) can
be attached to newer versions of Japanese computers (three or four years old?)
which a library may already have. Needless to say, specifications for cables, inter
face boards, and software should be carefully checked. Persons planning to add a
C D - R O M drive to older NEC, IBM, or Fujitsu equipment would b e well advised to
consult with the manufacturer in Japan and carefully verify matters of compatibility
and equipment availability before making a purchase. Whatever approach is taken,
it is very important to make sure that the C D - R O M applications one wishes to use
are available in a version designed for the computer on which they will be run.
The main advantage of a C D - R O M application over online services is that there is
no charge for connect time and no need for telecommunications equipment. While
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it is difficult to predict the amount of time and, therefore, of money that use of an
online data base would cost, a C D - R O M data base represents a fixed expenditure.
However, C D - R O M data bases can be expensive and the costs of buying different
packages can quickly mount up. A n individual library would have to weigh the ad
vantage of somewhat limited access to the wide range of data bases available
through an online service to the unlimited use of a few carefully selected C D - R O M
products.
How do costs compare for access to the print and electronic versions of the Asahi
Shinbun? The following figures give the economic side of the picture. Amounts
quoted are in U S dollars for a yearly "subscription":
Hard copy (New York satellite edition)
Reduced-size edition (shukusatsuban)
Microfilm
C D - R O M (1989 and after)
Online

$940-1,000
$490-500
$2,200
$876
varies

Based on the roughest of estimates, if a library used G-Search solely to search the
Asahi Shinbun, one might receive eight searches each averaging twenty-five head
lines and one full text article for the $75.00 monthly fee. T Y M P A S charges might
come to $35.00 for two hours of connect time. This would amount to $110.00 per
month, or $1,230.00 per year. Of course, the online service may not b e used exclu
sively for searching the Asahi, in which case the "cost" for online access would
decrease.
The next question that appears to be asked fairly often is whether the hard-copy
newspaper subscriptions could be eliminated in favor of the C D - R O M or online
versions. In the electronic versions, there is no way to browse or "read the newspa
per." A full page of the paper cannot be called up on-screen and viewed. Moreover,
advertisements and other ephemera cannot be seen and researchers loose the ability
to check for related but unknown events by scanning a set of issues for a given pe
riod of time. With the C D - R O M version one looses timeliness. T h e online version
does not include the full text of articles copyrighted by individuals. For these rea
sons alone, it would seem unlikely that the electronic versions could be used in place
of a subscription to the hard copy-at least for the purposes that most East Asian
collections subscribe to daily papers. If a library could rely, for example, on CRL's
microfilm set of the Asahi for historical research and browsing, the reduced-size edi
tion or the microfilm could be eliminated for the years after 1984. For some li
braries, online access might even be a viable alternative to hard copy subscriptions
to all but one major daily newspaper.
In the final analysis, newspaper data bases are more useful as an extremely powerful
access tool rather than as a cost containment device. If the data base use patterns
experienced by general reference librarians hold true for Japan, the electronic
newspaper and magazine indexes alone will prove invaluable additions to the
Japanese reference collection.
The online data base services also provide access to information that is difficult and
expensive to obtain in hard copy. Some data bases provide information available
only in electronic form, the acquisition of which may be viewed as analogous to new
books and serials.
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The number and scope of Japanese data bases is growing rapidly and will continue
to improve as personal computers gain popularity in the home and workplace. We
now nave the ability to access a portion of this valuable pool of information and
make it available to our clientele.
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T W E N T Y - F I V E DYNASTIC HISTORIES
F U L L T E X T R E T R I E V A L D A T A BASE
A T T H E UNIVERSITY O F W A S H I N G T O N

Yeen-Mei Wu

University of Washington

The Twenty-Five Dynastic Histories Full Text Retrieval D a t a Base was initiated and
actualized through the collaboration of the Institute of History and Philology,
Academia Sinica (IHPAS) and the Computing Center of Academia Sinica (CCAS)
for the purpose of creating a data base that includes documents from the twenty-five
Chinese dynastic histories. IHPAS prepared the text and CCAS was responsible for
input, quality control, etc.
The texts for this data base were taken from the Ting-wen shu chii's Hsin chiao pen
erh shih wu shih (Taipei: 1986-87) which is identical to the edition published by
Chung-hua shu chii (Peking: 1975-77). IHPAS has carefully reviewed this edition
and made 135 textual revisions based on information from other authoritative edi
tions. The total number of characters entered into the data base is 56,500,000,
making it the largest Chinese data base in existence. It was developed from July
1984 to August 1990. One of the first Chinese data bases to be developed by
Academia Sinica, the project was under the direction of Dr. C. C. Hsieh, then direc
tor of CCAS. T h e functions of the retrieval system are a description of the docu
ment structure, the ability to freely retrieve by any text term ("free text term"), a sys
tem-created table of contents, the ability to retrieve any whole document ("natural
reading"), retrieval via a vocabulary index, the ability to print text, and the creation
of statistics on a document, including the number of times a given word or set of
words appears in a document.
The Academia Sinica Computer Center began this project in 1984 with a trial data
base of the economic chapters of the first eight dynastic histories. T h e East Asia
Library of the University of Washington ( E A L U W ) participated in this pilot project.
In 1986, E A L U W and CCAS signed an agreement to initiate a joint project to 1)
develop a prototype of a Chinese full text processing system, and 2) design an inte
grated library system. In 1989 a further subagreement was signed by both parties,
establishing a cooperative project for the building and use a Chinese dynastic histo
ries data base to be acquired by and maintained in E A L U W . The equipment was
set up in December 1989 and the Histories tapes were delivered in three shipments
between December 1989 and September 1990. The system has b e e n operational
since January 1990.
Because of the complexity of this data base, from both its architectural and nonalphabetic-language points of view, it was necessary for CCAS to provide consultation
and support for the operation of the system. In September 1990, Mr. Ding Zy-kaan
of the CCAS led a team of five people to conduct a workshop at E A L U W . This was
to provide interested parties with both technical and operational guidance, and data
base management techniques.
Presently, the data base system at the University of Washington is the only one in
existence outside of Taiwan. The Harvard-Yenching Library is planning to have this
system installed by the end of this year. The National Central Library, Taipei, has
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purchased the software but has not yet purchased the hardware. Other institutions
considering this system are the Institute of Chinese Studies, University of Heidel
berg; Tokyo University; Kyoto University; and various universities in the People's
Republic of China.
The hardware at E A L U W consists of one host machine (AT&T 3B2/310), one sys
tem printer (Epson 24-pin printer), one modem (Intel 9600-baud E X ) , and two
computers (Acer). There are also two remote workstations, one located in the
Department of Asian Languages and Literatures and the other at the Jackson
School of International Studies. Each has an Acer computer with a m o d e m and
have dial-in lines to the host station. T h e Twenty-Five Dynastic Histories Full Text
Retrieval system was loaded into EALUW's host machine. This machine also con
tains supporting software that, for example, allows the display and manipulation of
Chinese characters. This system was established with grant funds from the Jackson
Foundation, the Charles Fritz Endowment in Chinese Studies of the U W Jackson
School of International Studies, and the U W Libraries.
Technical experts from CCAS came to E A L U W to set up the system and then con
duct a workshop. They also provide technical assistance and improvements to the
system if needed. The U W Academic Computing Center is currently working on a
way to include the Chinese character-oriented data base in the campus network, as
well as making off-campus network connections. The U W Libraries Systems Li
brarian is managing both the hardware and the software for the Chinese data base,
including daily troubleshooting operations.
The E A L U W staff provides operational instruction for library users, conducts
searches, and sends out search results to off-campus users. The Library staff has
also prepared a basic user manual, other necessary search tools, and conducts group
instruction for users. CCAS has provided a manual in Chinese and a draft manual
in English. Both manuals are seventy to eighty pages long, but lack indexes.
No fees will be charged until 1992. User fee schedules will then be arranged be
tween IHPAS and E A L U W . The dial-up remote access is possible for those with
the necessary hardware. As of now, the two remote workstations on campus and a
station at U C San Diego have the necessary hardware setup. Access through the
network connection is still waiting to be developed.
The Histories D a t a Base provides a full text retrieval capability which is in contrast
to other data bases, such as Dialog and E R I C which display only abstract, selective
text using keywords. The user may choose to read text page by page on s c r e e n - l i k e
reading a b o o k - a s well as retrieve any words or terms (not keywords) from the full
text data base. Boolean searches ("exclusive character sets") are possible by using
"and," "or," "but," and "and not" and can actually improve the search results. Users
do not need any special computer knowledge to operate this data base; it is an inte
grated, unified system. The search method always remains the same which makes it
very easy and convenient for users to conduct free text searches.
So far, less than thirty people have conducted free text searches on the data base
since its inception in January 1990. This figure is lower than we had hoped for, yet
the number of times used (and the duration of each use) add up to a figure that
could easily represent more than one hundred times.
Publicity necessarily plays a very important role in promoting usage of the data base.
We made efforts to publicize this data base through announcements and news re-
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leases to the Association for Asian Studies Newsletter, the Shih chieh jih pao (World
Journal), Hoi wai hsiieh jen (Overseas Chinese Scholarly Journal), Inside Wau, U.W.
Libraries, etc. W e gave data base demonstrations to seventy people and introduced
the system at meetings and workshops to two hundred people. We promoted use of
the data base with travel grants from the Jackson School of International Studies; so
far, eight off-campus scholars supported by these grants have come to the University
of Washington to work on the data base. We gave two presentations dealing with
the data base at the last Association for Asian Studies Committee on East Asian Li
braries annual meeting and at the Asian Studies on the Pacific Coast annual meet
ing.
It has b e e n over a year since E A L U W began providing use of the Twenty-Five Dy
nastic Histories Full Text Retrieval D a t a Base system. In March 1991 a user's ques
tionnaire provided by Library School students at the National Taiwan University
was sent out to users of this data base. Fifteen out of twenty-five recipients of the
questionnaire responded to it. A summary of the results follows:
1) Education/status
Master's program students
4
Ph.D. program students
6
Faculty members
3
Librarians
2
2) Disciplines
History
6
Language and literature
7
Library Science
2
3) Reason for use (may select more than one)
Research-related
12
Work-related
2
Individual interest
3
4) Number of times used in the past year
Once
2
Twice
1
Three times
6
Four times
2
Five or more times
4
5) How did you learn about this data base?
Self
3
Library staff
10
Other persons
2
6) Opinions about the system
Excellent

Satisfactory

Unsatisfactory

Speed of search
8
7
Convenience of search
5
10
Completeness of search functions
6
6
3
Clarity of screen
10
5
Satisfaction with search results
1
5
Satisfaction with the whole system 5
10
7) Suggestions
-Needs a Wade-Giles or Pinyin romanization input capability.
-Needs a detailed English-language operations manual.
-Page references should be to the sentence containing the targeted term
rather than to the paragraph.
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-Proper names should be underlined.
-Print-outs: by paragraph, sometimes too long; by sentence, sometimes too
short.
-Should have the ability to search two characters (not together) in one sen
tence.
Full text retrieval systems for English-language materials have b e e n in existence for
some time now, and their users have been able to benefit greatly from them.
Chinese characters, on the other hand, could not until recently be stored and re
trieved via computer. This fact, together with the lack of indexes for classical Chi
nese materials, makes the study of old Chinese texts very difficult. There are in exis
tence many manual research tools to supplement the study of these texts but these
methods of study are very time-consuming and therefore often lead to incomplete or
even inaccurate results. Some researchers have created their own indexes for these
ancient texts, but these indexes are far from complete and do not include such words
as grammatical particles.
This data base is a free text retrieval system, so any word is retrievable and is re
trieved in a very short time. Along with the ability to compile statistics on any given
document, these are the features of this system that set it apart from existing manual
tools of study. The time saved by researchers is immeasurable. This data base sys
tem allows kinds of research never before possible. A linguist could use the statis
tics feature to methodically study sentence structures, grammar, and word usage. In
the future, this system may also be used to store Chinese texts created by Academia
Sinica as, for example, Shih son ching (The Thirteen Chinese Classics), Chuang-tzu,
Kuan-tzu, and Taiwan gazetteers.
There are many benefits to be derived from this new system. Research results are
obtained much more quickly and with greater accuracy than ever before. The sys
tem can be expanded to include other texts. It easily pays for itself almost every
time it is used.
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SPECIAL P R O J E C T F O R C H ' I N G DYNASTY M A T E R I A L S

Elise Chin

University of Washington

In October 1990 the University of Washington (UW) received an H E A Title IIC
grant of $143,759 from the Department of Education to fund a project entitled:
"Ch'ing dynasty essays and local gazetteers: preservation and bibliographic control."
The project includes two tasks:
1.
Cataloging and inputting into the Online Computer Library Center (OCLC)
Chinese Japanese Korean system three thousand titles of Ch'ing dynasty (16441912) local gazetteers and essays that are in the collection of the University of
Washington East Asia Library;
2.
Preservation measures that include microfilming, boxing, and repairing ap
proximately one thousand to three thousand volumes of the materials mentioned
above.
The project started in October 1990 and will be completed by the end of 1991. W e
are very fortunate to have Ms. Jane Hwang
yfc as the project direc
tor/bibliographer. Ms. Hwang, formerly the curator of the Chinese Collection at
the Bavarian State Library in Munich (Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, Miinchen),
studied under Peter Chang &\§Ji%
, the renowned Chinese bibliographer and
rare book expert. Mr. Chang regards Ms. Hwang as one of his very best students of
old Chinese editions and a specialist in blockprints and manuscripts.
Currently being cataloged under the project are 1,500 titles of Ch'ing dynasty local
gazetteers. They include about 650 original editions, mostly from the personal li
brary of the prominent sinologist, Dr. Joseph Rock, plus about 850 reprints includ
ing some by Ch'eng wen shu chii
&) and Hsiieh sheng shu
chii 3% »£. % kg . The UW's Rock Collection of local gazetteers is particularly
strong in all areas except East China. According to Ms. Hwang, the Collection
contains at least ten tsao Ch'ing k'an pen S-y%f>\^ (early Ch'ing printed texts) of
the K'ang-hsi %M> 1661-1722 and Yun^-cheng fa j £ 1723-1735 periods, with
quality
printing
and
fine
calligraphy;
and
about one hundred shou ch 'ao pen
,ch 'uan ch 'ao pen \
4~h~^ , and yi
ngch'ao pen - f ^ ^ J T ^ (manuscripts, copies of manuscripts, and exact manuscript
copies of the original). Among them we have discovered some items bearing
the seals of the Nan-ching Chin-ling ta hsiieh t'u shu kuan fa j£ £
fkj^
and one item with the partially erased seal of K'un-ming shin cheng futs'ang r u shu
J b H ^ ffljfa ij?
. More interesting and unique printings will probably be
cnscovereaas the project progresses.
e

The U W ' s collection of Ch'ing essays began with the acquisition of the personal li
brary of Professor Helmut Wilhelm and other scholars.
In 1987 Mr. Su
Ching i ^ h r a ,
of
Special Collection of the National Central Library,
Taipei,^peru three months in Seattle surveying this collection. H e later compiled a
preliminary list of some 1,547 items under the title Hsi-ya-t'u Hua-sheng-tun
tahsueh
Tung Ya t'u shu kuan Ch'ing tai wen chi mu lu ch'u kao
fa^^%.$f$p
fit | p i
W$
• The
includes the essays and poetry of authors who lived
H

e

a

d

t h e

l i s t
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during the Ch'ing dynasty as well as a few who lived through the early min
kuofo ||$ era up until 1945. Mr. Su pointed out that a union catalog of Ch'ing
essays in Japan has less than 4,000 titles. The exact number of titles existing in
Taiwan is not known, but someone on the Chinese mainland has reportedly
compiled a bibliography of some 6,000 titles. Mr. Su believes that the U W has a
very strong collection. The Ch'ing essays that the U W project is to catalog and input
into O C L C are mainly those included in Mr. Su's list, plus other titles, perhaps in
the hundreds, that we have retrieved or are going to retrieve from our Wan
y %'^
(Universal) warehouse acquisition. (We are currently in the process of
opening the boxes.)
u

Because of the time constraints of our project and the amount of work that must be
accomplished (three thousand titles to be cataloged in approximately ten to twelve
months plus the fact that Ms. Hwang is the only expert with rare book cataloging
experience), the catalog records produced by our project will provide only the essen
tial information on each title, e.i., author, title, edition, imprint, physical description,
and notes. U p to now some problems we have confronted in our cataloging are:
1.
Geographical names: Some Chinese city names in the Ch'ing gazetteers
were changed several times and the provinces to which they were assigned have also
been changed.
2.
Field 330 (collation): Generally scripts are not displayed, in field 300. It is
very confusing when important words such as ts'eJ^t , t'ao
, han
, and
pen ^ appear only in romanized form.
3.
Field 500 (notes): R a r e book notes are unique, usually being long and quite
detailed. They make best sense only when the description is in Chinese characters.
In order to input these tediously long descriptions into OCLC, one must first type in
all the romamzation word by word and then add the characters in the parallel field.
This is very time consuming.
We are preparing for work on our second task, preservation. We have compared
rices concerning the making of bookcases with information received from various
ookstores and dealers. So far Chiao Liu's quotations seem to be closer to our
budget allowance: $1.50 per inch of the book. We have also started sorting out vol
umes to be microfilmed or repaired.
The project also plans to produce magnetic tapes of all the three thousand records
cataloged and input into OCLC. Tapes will be made available to research organiza
tions upon request.
The following is a list of sources which we have consulted in the course of our pro
ject:
Anglo-American cataloging rules. 2nd edition revised. Chicago: American Library
Association, 1988.
Army Map Service Geographic Names Division. Mainland China official standard
names approved by United States Board on Geographic Names. 2nd edition.
Washington, D.C., 1968.
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Byon, Jae-hyon. Local gazetteers of southwest China, a handbook.
International Studies, University of Washington, 1979.

Seattle: School of

Chu, S h i h - c h i a ^ ^ - ^ . A Catalog of Chinese local histories in the Library of
Congress. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1942.
Ch'u,Wan-li
$ 1l

and Ch'ang Pi-te % f l M \ . Vu shu pan pen hsiieh yao liXeh
• Taipei: Chung-hua wen hua, 1953.

Chuang, Fang-jung, j ( i ^ r ^ c o m p . Ts'ung shu tsung mu hsii pien
Taipei: T e h a o shu chii, 1974.

^

Chung-kuo ti fang chih tsung lu ^
&*$$Jisk(A Catalog of Chinese local
gazetteers). Shanghai: Shang wu yin shu kuan, 1937 and 1958.
Chung-kuo ts'ung shu tsung lu
1986.

$ I^Jt?

Shanghai: Ku chi ch'u p a n she,

1

Descriptive cataloging of rare books.
Congress, 1991.

2nd edition.

Washington, D.C.: Library of

Hervouet, Yves. Catalogue des monographies locales Chinoises dans les bibliotheques
d'Europe. Paris: Mouton, 1957.
Hsiao, I-shan
^
^

i

. Ch'ing tai hsiieh che sheng tsu chi ch'i chu shu piao
W
c p & J ^ ^ | ] £ ^ • Peking: W e n shih cheng chih hsiieh yuan,

Hummel, Arthur W., ed. Eminent Chinese of the Ch'ing period
Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1943-44.
Katalog der Chinesischen sammlung.
san

(1644-1912).

Munich: Bavarian State Library, 1984-88.
en

en

w

u

en

u

iits-S^

Lai, Hsin-hsia ^ J^-JL- Chin P°i
™ J
™ P'
chih chien lu
ff) J2J- PfcfofLiifc' Shanghai: Shanghai j e n min ch'u p a n she, 1983.

A

Library

of Congress classification schedules and their additions
Washington, D.C.: Library of Congress, 1964- .

Library of Congress subject headings.
Congress, 1989- .

and

changes.

12th edition + Washington, D.C.: l i b r a r y of

Lowe, Joseph Dzen-hsi. A catalog of the official gazetteers of China in the University
of Washington. Seattle: Inter Documentation Co., 1966.
National Central Library (Taiwan)

T'ai-wan kung ts'ang ti fang chih lien ho mu
P e i - Cheng chung shu chii, 1957.
T a i

Nihon shuyb toshokan kenkyujo shozo Chugoku chihdshi sogo mokuroku
^(S-tffcgTjk*
i&, a'$%$L (A Catalog of official gazetteers of China in major Japanese
libraries and research institutions). Tokyo: National Diet Library, 1969.
J

Research Libraries Group's Draft cataloging guidelines for the RLG Chinese Rare
Books Project. A merger of the February 1989 International Advisory Com-
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mittee guidelines and the recommendations agreed upon at the September
1989 meeting with the pilot participants.
y

San shih son chung Ch ing tai chuan chi tsung ho yin te
Peking: Chung-hua shu chu, 1959.
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M A J O R E C O N O M I C R E S E A R C H INSTITUTIONS IN C H I N A
A N D T H E I R PUBLICATIONS

Richard Wang

University of California, San Diego

Reform and modernization have commanded much of China's attention and energy
during the past decade. With the launching of the "Four Modernizations Program"
in December 1978, the Chinese leadership has been discussing and revising mod
ernization goals and strategies for the year 2000 and beyond. F r o m the outset, eco
nomic reform and modernization have been overriding imperatives. To ensure
rapid success, the state has mobilized all available resources.
The first step that the leadership took toward planning reform was to raise the
stature of demoralized intellectuals and encourage the injection of professionalism
into policy making. During the past decade, a number of economists associated with
economic bureaucracies and research institutions have been engaged in a variety of
research activities, with much of their work resulting in reports and publications.
Generally speaking, economic research in China operates on three main levels. The
first level, research in theoretical and applied economics, is conducted at non
governmental research institutes such as the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences
and its provincial counterparts with their research serving as a conceptual underpin
ning to the formation of national economic policy. Included in this first category are
the theoretical-ideological economic research departments of the Party's Central
Committee and the specialized divisions of the State Council. T h e second level is
research conducted by institutes attached to functional (mainly central) government
ministries, more concerned with practical and operational issues. This is where the
bulk of statistical and numerical economic analysis originates. T h e third level is re
search conducted by university economists and economic societies.
The following is a list of major economic research facilities and their periodical
publications, some of which are among the most important economic publications in
China today. Unfortunately, not all of these publications are available outside of
China because of government regulations limiting external circulation of certain
journals. The International Relations and Pacific Studies Library has, however, ac
quired some of the titles on this list. The symbol "*" is used to identify those titles.
I. Research Institutes in the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences in Beijing and Its
Provincial and Local Counterparts.
Economic Institute. Publications(s): *Ching chi yen chiu (Journal of eco
nomics).
Industrial Economics Institute. Publication(s): *Ching chi kuan li (Economic
management); *Kungyeh ching chi kuan li (Industrial economic man
agement; Chung-kuo kungyeh ching chi hsiieh pao (Journal of Chinese
industrial economics.
Agricultural Economics Institute. Publication(s): Nung ts'un ching chi wen t'i
(Issues and problems of rural economy).
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Institute of Rural Development. Publication(s): * Chung-kuo
ching chi (Chinese rural economy)

nungts'un

Institute of Finance. Trade and Commodities Economics. Publication(s):
*Ts'ai mao ching chi (Finance and trade economics).
Institute of Quantitative and Technical Economics. Publication(s): Shu Hang
ching chi chi shu ching chi yen chiu (Studies on quantitative and tech
nical economics).
Institute of World Economics and Politics. Publication(s): * Shih chieh ching
chi (World economics).
Shanghai Academy of Social Sciences.
Institute of World Economics. Publication(s): Shih chieh ching chi
yen chiu (Studies of world economics)
Institute of Economics. Publication(s): *Shang-hai ching chi yen chiu
(Studies of Shanghai economy).
Honan Academy of Social Sciences. Institute of Economics. Publication(s):
Ching chi hsin lun (On economics).
Szechuan Academy of Social Sciences. Institute of Economics. Publica
t i o n ^ ) : * Ching chi ti chih kai ko (Economic restructuring).
Jiangsu Academy of Social Sciences. Institute of Economics. Publication(s):
Chiang-su ching chi Van t'ao (Studies of Jiangsu economy).
Kansu Academy of Social Sciences. Institute of Economics. Publication(s):
*K'aifayen chiu (Studies on development).
Tientsin Academy of Social Sciences.
Kuangtung Academy of Social Sciences.
Fukien Academy of Social Sciences. Institute of East Asian Studies. Publi
cations): *Ya Tai ching chi (Asian and Pacific economy).
II. Research Institutes or Centers of State Council and Various Ministries
Economic. Technological, and Social Development Research Center of State
Council.
State Commission for Restructuring Economy.
Institute of Planned Economy.
Institute of Restructuring Economy. Publication(s): * Chung-kuo fa
chanyu kai
(Development and reform of China); Ching chi fa chan
yii ti chih kai ko (Economic development and restructuring).
Rural Development Research Center of State Council.
Research Institute of Town and Village Reconstruction Economics of State
Council.
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Ministry of Commerce. Research Institute of Commerce.
Ministry of Finance. Research Institute of Financial Sciences.
Ministry of Light Industry. Research Institute of Economics. Publication(s):
Ch'ing kungyeh ching chi yen chiu (Studies on light industrial eco
nomics).
Ministry of Foreign Economic Relations and Trade. Research Institute of
International Trade. Publication(s): *Kuo chi mao i (International
trade).
III. Research Institutes in Universities and Colleges.
Beijing University. Department of Economics. Publication(s): * Ching chi
k'o hsiieh (Economic sciences).
Beijing College of Economics.
Institute of Economics. Publication(s): * Ching chi yii kuan li yen chiu
(Economics and management studies); Wai kuo ch'iyeh kuan liyen
chiu (Foreign business management studies).
Institute of Demographic Economics. Publication(s):
*Jenk'ouyii
ching chi (Population and economics).
People's University of ChinaInstitute of Economics.
Institute of Foreign Economic Management.
Institute of Demographic Theory. Publication(s): *Jen k'ou yen chiu
(Population studies).
Fudan University.
Institute of
Institute of
Institute of
Institute of
hui (World

Socialist Economics.
Demographic Research.
Price.
World Economy. Publication(s): Shih chieh ching chi wen
economics digest).

Nankai University.
Department of Economics. Publication(s): *Nan-k'ai ching chi yen
chiu (Nankai economic studies).
Research Institute of Economics. Publication(s): *Nan-k'ai ching chi
yen chiu so chi k'an (Nankai Research Institute of Economics quar
terly); Chia ko li lun yii shih chien shuangyueh k'an (Price theory and
practice bimonthly).
Xiamen University. College of Economics. Publication(s): * Chung-kuo
ching chi wen t'i (Problems and issues of Chinese economy).
Liaoning Provincial College of Finance and Economics. Research Institute
of Economics. Publication(s): Ts'ai ching wen t'i yen chiu (Studies of
financial and economic issues).
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Shanghai University of Finance and Economics. Publication(s): Ts'ai ching
yen chiu (Studies of finance and economics)-

This is a modified and expanded version of an appendix to a paper entitled
"Economic Research and Publications in Post-Mao China" presented at the 1990
annual conference of the American Association for Chinese Studies. I would like to
take this opportunity to thank Mr. Zhang Ronggang of the Institute of Economics of
the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences for his suggestions and assistance in
preparing this article. Mr. Zhang was a visiting economist at the Institute of Inter
national Relations and Pacific Studies from December 1990 to early April 1991.
Basic sources for this article are: Chung-kuo ching chi k'o hsiieh nien chien (China
yearbook of economic science) and Chung-kuo tang tai ch'i k'an tsung lan (Manual
of current periodicals of China).
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C O M M I T T E E ACTIVITIES

I. Subcommittee on Technical Processing
The annual meeting of the Subcommittee on Technical Processing was held in
R o o m La Galerie 5 of the New Orleans Marriott Hotel on April 11, 1991 from 2:00
to 5:00 p.m. T h e meeting began with a report on the reorganization taking place in
technical services. Boksoon H a h n (Yale University) spoke of Yale's estabhshment
of self-managing teams, an organizational change motivated by the introduction of a
local online system and a need to involve the staff in self-management. The objec
tive was to improve quality as well as quantity of work. Changes began in October
1987 with the founding of a reorganization task force. The formal reorganization
plan was proposed in June 1988 and Day One of the reorganization began April 1,
1989. U n d e r the plan, processing services consists of twelve teams and the data base
management department has two teams. Each team has four to twelve members,
made up of both librarians and support staff. T e a m members received training in
management skills and team work. The benefits have been a greater awareness of
the library system as a whole, the staff at all levels are involved in making decisions,
there is high morale and high productivity. Beatrice Ohta (Library of Congress)
outlined the move to Whole Book Cataloging at the Library of Congress (LC). The
current Descriptive Cataloging Division, Shared Cataloging Division, and Subject
Cataloging Division will merge. New management techniques will be introduced
with team work and library-wide consultations. The Cataloging Director will coor
dinate a Cataloging Policy Office, Decimal Cataloging Division, Enhanced Cata
loging Division, Cataloging-in-Print Division, Machine-Readable Cataloging
(MARC) Editorial Division, and five cataloging divisions. These divisions will be
organized by subject and by language. Chinese-Japanese-Korean (CJK) efforts will
be part of the Regional and Cooperative Cataloging Division. There will be
Japanese I and II teams and a Chinese I and Chinese/Korean II team. T h e Library
of Congress is still in the planning stage but may begin some new procedures by the
end of the year.
Karen Smith-Yoshimura (Research Libraries Group, Inc.) spoke next on "Character
Set Standards: Potential Impact on the East Asian Library Community." She de
scribed how character sets for CJK characters in both the Online Computer l i b r a r y
Center and the Research l i b r a r i e s Information Network follow the same standards
developed ten years ago. When the American national standard meets character
sets of another standard, a translation must be made so that transmission can be
sent and received without distortion. On an international level, there is an attempt
to develop one super standard set for CJK characters. Therefore, a Unicode of
characters common to Chinese, Japanese, and Korean has been developed by major
computer software manufacturers and the Research Libraries Group. Unicode has
also included expanded characters from each language group. T h e hope is to be
able to add characters to unicode-type products in the near future and, indeed, some
large vendors are implementing Unicode products already.
William McCloy (University of Washington) next described the Western l i b r a r y
Network (WLN) which serves 550 libraries in the Northwest. H e concentrated on
WLN's unique link to an authorities system. There are two authority files: the
Library of Congress N A F / S A F files and the WLN authority file linked to biblio
graphic records. A n incoming record is compared with the authority file. If there is
no match in the authority file, a new heading is automatically made. Global changes
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are carried out in one step. There is a capacity to find linked items and to review
and check for quality control. WLN CJK records are in roman form only with par
allel vernacular fields stripped out of the tapes, but the M A R C Record Service,
which provides service to non-WLN members including authority control service,
will keep the CJK parallel fields in the full M A R C tapes.
The first half of the meeting ended with a discussion of cataloging practices from the
public services point of view.
Richard Howard (Library of Congress) began with a historical review. Prior to
1958, CJK cataloging was largely done on handwritten cards with title-subject access
and no universal standards. From 1958 on, CJK cataloging came into the main
stream by requiring standard library cataloging practice. This brought about a need
for new subject headings to accommodate East Asian topics. The Far Eastern
Language Catalog at the Library of Congress was kept up to 1984 and is still the
principal tool to access the CJK collection. 1984 saw the advent of complete M A R C
CJK records which resulted in greater manipulation of search procedures when
compared with the card or book catalogs. The automated catalog, however, has lit
tle appeal to users who shun the terminals in favor of book catalogs and staff help.
Howard suggested that the reference staff needs to know how to manipulate the
M A R C record better since a critical control of subject headings and L C classifica
tion is the basis of intellectual control of information. Another problem is that
Library of Congress Subject Headings become dated or change. The Library will
thus convene a national congress to discuss improved subject access. The final point
was the observation that the LC cataloging practice of separating multivolume sets
by subject is a problem to the user who would prefer that sets be cataloged under
one classification number.
Karl Kahler (University of Pennsylvania) discussed recent studies that show an in
creasing searching sophistication on the part of the user in the online environment.
H e suggested that the present methods for romanizing CJK works and the ways of
searching by CJK scripts, however, is very user unfriendly. Librarians, therefore,
must rethink retrieval strategies. The switch to pinyin romanization of Chinese will
be an improvement for most users, but there is still the need to develop new combi
nations of CJK and romanized searching methods. Kahler seconded Howard's call
for a change in LC practice in handling multivolume sets so that the set would be
shelved as one unit. Beatrice Ohta asked for a response from the audience. Since
the overwhelming consensus was for the proposed change, Ohta will discuss this
with appropriate persons at the Library of Congress.
After a short break, three speakers discussed cataloging from a cataloger's point of
view.
Mengfen Su (Harvard University) examined ways of romanizing Chinese works
published in Korea or Japan and suggested that the practice should be romanization
for the primary intended audience with alternative romanization included in added
entries. She also discussed problems of editions and of series numbering. Mariko
Shimomura (Princeton University) presented some questions and answers about
Japanese cataloging. She discussed ways of describing the statement of responsibil
ity, transcription of the title proper, romanization practice changes, and the handling
of texts with commentaries. She called for a new guide to cataloging CJK rare
books since the Anglo-American Cataloging Rules, 2nd Edition rules for rare books
are so western oriented. She pointed out sources to use when cataloging Japanese
rare books, and suggested rules when cataloging kanbun texts. Joy Kim (University
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of Southern California) presented some problems of subject headings for Korean
literature, especially for works in Chinese by Korean writers. (See her article on this
subject above in this issue of the CEAL Bulletin, pages 3-10.) She reviewed L C s
general practice for Korean literature written in Chinese. She recommended a
change in L C s practice of seeing Chinese works written by nationals in other parts
of East Asia as being a part of Chinese local literature. Instead, it should be viewed
as a part of the particular country's literature.
Beatrice O h t a next outlined L C s decision to change from Wade-Giles to the pinyin
romanization of Chinese. She distributed the draft of a proposal for pinyin word di
vision and asked for responses by July 30,1991.
Karl Lo (University of California, San Diego) briefly discussed his computer proram that will convert Wade-Giles to pinyin through the use of a Microsoft Window,
le suggested that this alternative would be a cost-effective way to bring about the
switch to pinyin.

f

(Beatrice Chang Ohta)
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MEETINGS

International Association of Orientalist Librarians Call for Papers for 34th ICANAS
in Hong Kong. 1993
The International Association of Orientalist Librarians (IAOL) invites submission
of presentation proposals, themes or topics, and papers for the 34th International
Congress of Asian and North African Studies to be held in Hong Kong in 1993.
I A O L officers suggest topics for proposals dealing with the thrust of future
technology and its impact on oriental libraries, resource sharing and networking, the
utilization of oriental resources and the East Asian M4chine-i?eadable Cataloging
system. Proposals and papers should be submitted to Julia Chan, SecretaryTreasurer, International Association of Orientalist Librarians, c / o University
Libraries, University of Hong Kong. (FAX (852) 8589420).
(Adapted from a flier prepared by I A O L staff.)
Meeting on Japanese Studies Libraries Held on June 28 in Washington. D.C.
A meeting on Japanese studies libraries, sponsored by the Japan Foundation and
the Japan-U.S. Friendship Commission was held on June 28 this year in
Washington, D.C. The following people attended:
Participants:
Marius Jansen, Chair - Princeton University
Maureen Donovan - Ohio State University
Yukio Fujino - National University of Information Science
Suzanne Gay - Oberlin College
Carol Gluck - Columbia University
Dorothy Gregor - University of California, San Diego
Hideo Kaneko - Yale University
Mihoko Miki - University of California, Los Angeles
Diane Perushek -University of Tennessee
Kenneth Pyle - University of Washington
Tamiyo Togasaki - International House, Tokyo
Warren Tsuneishi - Library of Congress
Duane Webster - Association for Research Libraries
Andrew Wang - OCLC, Inc.
Observers:
John Mallot - Department of State
Phyllis Spies - OCLC, Inc.
Japan Foundation Staff:
Michael Paschal
Isao Tsujimoto
H a r u o Washi
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Japan-U.S. Friendship Commission Staff:
Eric Gangloff
Robert Marra
Japan Foundation Center for Global Partnership Staff:
Takashi Ishida
Jun Wada
The goals of the meeting were as follows: 1) to produce a steady long-term flow of
Japanese materials across the Pacific through a combination of dollar/yen grants
and donations of materials; 2) to establish mechanisms for fair and intelligent
distribution of these materials according to a national plan of cooperative
acquisition and collection; and 3) to facilitate procedures for fast and nationally
accessible sharing of materials, through a combination of all available technological
means.
The agenda of the meeting was as follows:
I. Acquisitions
1. Present state of collections (Perushek report and critiques)
2. Future needs: collection goals, storage issues, etc.
3. National mechanism for acquisitions-sharing: standing committee and
guidelines
4. Funding needs and sources
5. Priorities
II. Access
1. Present state of accessibility and sharing
2. Future needs: technology and staffing
3. Mechanisms for assuring access and sharing: conditions of receiving
support
4. Funding needs and sources
5. Priorities
III. Librarianship
1. Skills: subject and language, technology
2. Training
3. Priorities
For further information, contact the Japan Foundation a n d / o r the Japan-U.S.
Friendship Commission.
(Maureen Donovan)
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LIBRARIES A N D INSTITUTIONS

University of California. Irvine East Asian Collection Pledged $100.000
The Shih chieh jih pao (Chinese Daily News (CDN)) in Los Angeles has pledged
$100,000 to help expand the East Asian Collection of the University of California,
Irvine (UCI) Library. The pledge, to be received over a five-year period, will be
matched by a $50,000 contribution from the U C I Library. The money will be used
to purchase reference and scholarly works from Taiwan dealing mainly with Chinese
language and literature.
"We believe the UCI Library has the important mission of collecting and dissemi
nating research materials for Chinese studies," says D e a n Li, manager of CDN's
book department. "This contribution will be of help to the East Asian Collection
development program, especially at this time of financial hardship."
The materials procured as part of this program will be designated the C D N Collec
tion and a special bookplate will be affixed to each item in the collection. Books
currently in CDN's Southern California warehouse will make up a portion of the
contribution amount and Linking Publishing Company in Taiwan will serve as ven
dors/agents for library purchases.
"We are very grateful for this gift," says University Librarian Calvin Boyer. "We
hope it is the first of many such pledges designed to enhance our East Asian
Collection."
(William Sheh Wong)
Australian National University Library Joins O C L C
O n May 2, 1991, in conjunction with the Electronic Library Seminar held at the
Computer Services Centre of the Australian National University (ANU), a demon
stration was given on the use of the OCLC Chinese-Japanese-Korean (CJK) work
station for online cataloging of East Asian language material. T h e demonstration
drew a relatively large audience and created a considerable interest among those
attending.
A N U Library was the first in Australia to start negotiations with the Online Com
puter Library Center (OCLC) for the introduction of the O C L C CJK online
cataloging system in Australia. A N U Library is now actively utilizing the cataloging
capabilities provided by the system.
The system is being used, initially, for the editing and copy cataloging of Chinese,
Japanese, and Korean monographs and for the production of catalog cards. Under
standably, the success of copy cataloging depends on the hit rate of the corpus of
records being searched. For the Chinese-language monograph collection at A N U ,
the hit rate is highest (around 75 percent) for monographs published during the p e 
riod 1976 to 1989. The hit rate diminishes for monographs published before or after
that period. The overall hit rate for Japanese monographs is about 60 percent.
Online original cataloging on the O C L C CJK system is being avoided for the time
being in view of the high telecommunication connect charges. (I was given to un-
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derstand that an experienced cataloger in the United States can take up to an hour
to catalog a book online using the 'new record' workform!)
Before 1991 all East Asian language monographs were cataloged using the HarvardYenching classification. With the advent of OCLC, these monographs are now be
ing cataloged using Library of Congress Classification (LCC) since, in a majority of
cases, LCC numbers are provided in the O C L C records. Retroconversion of the
existing Harvard-Yenching stock will not proceed until appropriate resources are
made available.
Essentially, the O C L C CJK cataloging system consists of a CJK350 workstation with
three specific hardware components: the graphics board, the CJK character-gener
ating board, and an internal fixed disk. It also has a display unit and an O C L C key
board. The printer used is the Toshiba P351SX printer because the O C L C CJK
software is configured exclusively for this printer. A Netcomm m o d e m is also used
for the telecommunication connection to OCLC.
Before editing or copy cataloging can be carried out, the O C L C Online Union Cat
alog must first be searched for CJK records. A record can be searched on one or all
of the four derived search keys: title, personal name, corporate name, and
name/title, or it can be searched on numeric search keys like the International
Standard Book Number (ISBN). Our experience has shown that the most successful
way to retrieve a CJK record is by a title search key, a personal name/title search
key, or by ISBN. We first search the romanized version of the CJK record with the
"M300" input command via MICOM. The romanized record shows the O C L C con
trol number and indicates the presence or otherwise of an LCC number. But more
importantly it indicates whether the record contains CJK vernacular data by dis
playing a 066 field in the record. Since only copy cataloging is carried out at the
moment, a romanized record without a 066 field would serve no useful purpose.
Once a record has been identified as containing full CJK vernacular data, it can
easily be retrieved on the OCLC control number supplied in the record, using the
"CJK" input command, and downloaded over the telecommunications line. After
editing the CJK record can be stored in the CJK file on the fixed disk. A maximum
of thirty records can be stored on the disk. Only records containing vernacular
characters are stored there. These thirty records can then be copied onto a diskette
to make room for more records on the fixed disk, and also for offline printing of
cataloging cards at a later stage.
Because of the time difference between Australia and the United States, searching
and cataloging is restricted to weekdays from Tuesday to Friday and between early
morning and 1 p.m. Australian Eastern Standard Time. Staff beginning work at 9
a.m. have, at best, four hours to work any weekday other than Monday. Summer
time in eastern Australia means an extra hour for searching.
Cataloging output has been substantially increased since the introduction of the
O C L C CJK system into the Library. However, despite its ease of use, the system is
at times unnecessarily complex. For instance, lacking a general keyword search ca
pability, the system only allows searching by the first four characters of a title in the
title-derived search key. Thus, a title beginning with characters such as "Chung-hua
jen min kung ho kuo" (People's Republic of China) or "Chung-hua min kuo"
(Republic of China) results in a large number of false hits. Even though the system
allows for a loop search capability in circumstances such as this, it is still a matter of
concern for the library since it adversely affects telecommunications costs.
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The printing of LCC numbers on catalog cards is another area of concern. At pre
sent the system allows call numbers to be printed in an eight-character column at
the left-hand side of the card. LCC numbers with more than eight alphanumeric
digits cannot be accommodated by the system. To have the record properly printed,
we have either to modify the class number or to find an alternative class number for
the record.
All in all, the system works quite well. Cataloging productivity has increased and
staff morale is high. As an added feature we have been able to use the system for
cataloging and printing cards for Vietnamese materials.
(Richard Chan, A N U ; adapted from his article in the East Asian Library
Group Newsletter, no. 20 (May 1991): 3-5.)

Resources

Academic Librarians from Ohio and China Exchange Visits
In May six university library directors from China were hosted by academic libraries
in Ohio and in October and November five directors of the Ohio libraries will re
turn the visit. The Chinese librarians were mostly from Tianjin and members of the
Working Committee for Institutions of Higher Learning Libraries in Tianjin. The
director of Chongqing University Library in Sichuan Province also participated in
the visit. Ohio library directors who hosted the delegation and will visit China in the
fall are David Genaway, University Librarian at Youngstown State University; HwaWei Lee, D e a n of University Libraries at Ohio University; Rush Miller, D e a n of Li
braries and Learning Resources at Bowling G r e e n State University; Hannelor
Rader, Director of Libraries at Cleveland State University; and Judith Sessions,
D e a n and University Librarian at Miami University. Mr. James H o , Assistant Di
rector of the Howard University Libraries, helped host the Chinese librarians when
they visited Washington, D . C , with the sponsorship of the United States Informa
tion Agency. Mr. H o will join the Ohio group in returning the visit to Tianjin,
Beijing, and Chongqing. The arrangements for the exchange were handled by HwaWei Lee.
(News release from the Ohio University Libraries, dated August 7,1991.)
Valuable Books Donated to University of Hawaii Libraries Asia Collection
The personal collection of the late Dr. Chung-yuan Chang ?t%j$.jb was donated
recently to the Asia Collection in his memory by Mr. Jim J. Zhang, grandson of Dr.
Chang. This donation has greatly enhanced the library's China collection. The
Chang collection, consisting of books mostly in Chinese, some in English, and a few
in Japanese, focuses on Buddhism, Taoism, I ching (Book of Changes) studies,
Chinese art, and western philosophy.
The late Dr. Chang was a professor in the Philosophy Department at the University
of Hawaii whose specialty was Taoist and Buddhist philosophy. H e is also remem
bered for his research on Chinese aesthetics as well as his comparative studies of
eastern and western philosophy.
(Chau Mun Lau)
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Prominent Chinese Scholar Visits University of Hawaii Libraries
Professor l i u Jiahe^F»]^;fr2 , a distinguished historian from Beijing Normal
University, China, invited by Dr. Tu Wei-ming, Director of the East-West Center's
Institute of Culture and Communication, was the Institute's Visiting Fellow of "A
Dialogue of Civilizations" research program for the period June-August 1991. A
specialist in ancient history, Professor Liu has written two books, namely, Ancient
world history and Premodern world history? chapters in several books; and numerous
articles including "The Science of history and the study of Confucian classics" and
"The Status of China in the ancient world." T h e State Council of the People's
Republic of China has appointed Professor Liu to serve as advisor to Ph.D.
candidates in ancient history at Beijing Normal University; this is in addition to
other positions he holds. In 1986 he served as the Senior Visiting Scholar of the
Committee on Scholarly Communication with the People's Republic of China. A
former Fulbright Scholar, he was a Visiting Professor at the University of Pittsburgh
as well as the University of Hawaii in 1987 and 1988. While at the University of
Hawaii this summer, he collaborated with Dr. Daniel W. Y. Kwok, Professor,
History Department, in the translation of Chinese classics of the H a n dynasty, the
Hsin yu yfc
(The New discourse) and the Hsin shu Jfj" if" (The New stories).
1

3

4

In June of this year, Professor Liu participated in the Conference on "Axial Age
Civilizations and Primal Traditions: an Exploration of Contemporary Spirituality"
held at the East-West Center. At the conference, he and other noted scholars ex
amined "contemporary understandings and the practice of spirituality in both the
large world traditions and in indigenous, primal traditions."
Professor Liu, who was instrumental in the acquisition of Chinese-language publica
tions from Beijing Normal University for the Asia Collection, University of Hawaii,
used the resources of the Asia and the general library collections to further his re
search. It is of interest to note that some of the Chinese-language materials in the
area of his interest in the Asia Collection are not readily available in Beijing,
according to Professor Liu.
(Chau Mun Lau)
International Association of Orientalist Librarians Elects New Officers
At the general membership meeting of the International Association of Orientalist
Librarians (IAOL) held at the University of Toronto, Toronto, Canada on August
21,1990, Mr. Michael Ablin, Chair of the I A O L Nominating Committee announced
the results of the election of new officers. Noting that seventy percent of the mailed
ballots had been returned, he announced that Dr. Lai-bing Kan had been elected
President, Julia Chan Secretary-Treasurer, and Michael J. Costin Editor of the
1

Shih chieh shang ku shih ^£$pj^$>3^- [Ancient world history].

2

Shih chieh ku tai shih & ^fe^^i

3

"Ching hsiieh yu shih hsiieh"

[Premodern world history].

&§t$$$£%^

4

"Chung-kuo tsai ku tai shih chieh ti ti wei"
China in the ancient world].
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[The Science of history].

f $Jjk M ^ > ^ - ^ i [ T h e Status of

IAOL Bulletin. All the elected officers are from the University of Hong Kong where
the next meeting of the Association is planned to take place in 1993.
(Adapted from the "Report on the 8th I A O L General Membership Meeting," Inter
national Association of Orientalist Librarians Bulletin, nos. 36-37 (1990), p . 5.)
Harvard-Yenching Library Renews Travel Grant Program
The Harvard-Yenching Library is pleased to announce the renewal of its travel
grant program for the fiscal year 1991-1992 to assist visiting scholars from outside
the metropolitan Boston area in their use of the Japanese Collection at the Har
vard-Yenching Library. There will be seven grants of up to $200 each (depending
on expenses incurred) to be awarded on a merit basis to scholars and advanced
graduate students in Japanese studies; special consideration will be given to those
residing in areas where no major Japanese collection is available. Each grantee will
also be provided with free photocopying privileges of up to 100 photocopied pages.
Applications for the grant, including a brief description of research topic and esti
mated budget, should be submitted to:
Eugene W. Wu, Librarian
Harvard-Yenching Library
2 Divinity Avenue
Cambridge, M A 02138

Toshiba Gives $1.500.000 to Columbia University for Japanese Law Library
Toshiba Corporation has donated $1.5 million to Columbia University to establish a
library to encourage a better understanding of the legal culture of Japan, the Uni
versity has announced. The library will be named the Toshiba Library for Japanese
Legal Research and will be housed in the Columbia Law School Library.
The Toshiba Library collection will consist of scholarly books, statutes, journals, and
important treatises on Japanese law. Building upon the extensive legal collection
which was presented to Columbia in 1982 by Jiro Tanaka, a distinguished legal
scholar and member of the Japanese Supreme Court, the Toshiba donation will al
low the library to further expand its services to the legal community. The Tanaka
collection contains many valuable books and historical documents on Japan's legal
system and was long considered the finest personal legal collection in Japan.
"We are pleased to create this special forum for new ideas and strongly believe that
scholars will better perceive the similarities as well as the differences between
Japanese and other legal cultures," said Y. Wakumoto, Toshiba senior vice presi
dent for corporate planning and Columbia Law School alumnus. "This will improve
overall international understanding and enhance American and Japanese business
dealings."
"We are delighted to join with Toshiba is establishing this valuable resource at
Columbia," said Lance Liebman, D e a n of the Law School at Columbia. "We believe
this repository of current and historical Japanese legal materials will b e an incalcu-
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lable benefit not only to those at Columbia but to lawyers and scholars worldwide.
It will greatly expand our understanding of Japanese institutions and ideas."
"The Toshiba Library is a superb addition to our strong foreign law collections," said
James Hoover, the Law Librarian at Columbia. "International interest in Japanese
law is rapidly growing, and this library will be invaluable to Columbia law students
as well as scholars at other institutions across the country and the world."
Columbia's Law Library is the second largest university law library in the United
States. Its collection of international and foreign materials is especially strong, and
the library makes this collection widely available to law firms, students, and scholars.
Last year the library received more than ten thousand requests for material from its
collections.
Toshiba Corporation is the parent company for Toshiba America, Inc., the holding
company of diversified manufacturers of electronics products and systems. T h e
company oversees five other independent companies with eight thousand employees
in the United States and coordinates the companies' overall business operations.
These companies are Toshiba America Information Systems, Inc.; Toshiba America
Medical Systems, Inc.; Toshiba America Electronic Components Inc.; Toshiba
America Consumer Products, Inc.; and Toshiba International Corporation. Toshiba
group companies carry out research and development, product design, manufactur
ing, and sales and service within their respective industries.
(Press release dated September 17, 1991 from the Columbia University Office of
Public Information)

Innovative Interfaces Offers CJK Support
Libraries with East Asian collections can now display records with Chinese,
Japanese, and Korean (CJK) characters on the INNOPAC system. Innovative Inter
faces has installed the first INNOPAC with CJK support at the Hong Kong Univer
sity of Science & Technology (HKUST). "Our library staff working with Chinese
cataloging are very excited to have the ability to display Chinese characters on the
INNOPAC," said Min-min Chang, Library Director at H K U S T .
INNOPAC's support for CJK is being implemented in phases. Phase one, installed
at HKUST, allows the library to load and display CJK data on I N N O P A C terminals.
These terminals are equipped with "super VGA" graphics monitors which have the
ability to display more than 850 CJK characters per screen. The attached sample
screens show a record from the H K U S T data base in the I N N O P A C online catalog
and in staff edit display formats.
Phase two, supposed to have been implemented in July, allows library staff to key
CJK characters directly into the I N N O P A C data base. Innovative's system supports
all commonly used input methods including pinyin, Tsang-chieh, Wade-Giles, chu
yinfu hao, three corner, and Jin Yi.
Phase three will allow I N N O P A C users to search the online catalog using CJK
characters as search arguments. The fourth phase, which will be implemented when
the Online Computer Library Center (OCLC) moves support for CJK over to its
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new PRISM system, will give libraries the ability to download C J K records from
O C L C s new CJK workstation.
INNOPAC adheres to the Research Libraries Information Network East Asian
Character Code (EACC), ANSI/NISO Standard Z.39.64 E A C C 1989. E A C C is a
13,900-character subset of the Chinese Character Code for Information Interchange
(CCCII) standard which INNOPAC also supports. CCCII currently includes more
than 53,000 defined characters and will b e expanded to 73,000 characters.
Innovative Interfaces supplies computer systems to libraries for the automation of a
wide range of library automation functions. Innovative's products are characterized
by ease of use, complete integration, flexibility, and outstanding management
information.
(Adapted from a press release dated June 18,1991 from Innovative Interfaces, Inc.)
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LIBRARIANS

Ohio University Libraries
Dr. Hwa-Wei Lee, D e a n of Libraries, Ohio University, was selected by the Ameri
can Library Association (ALA) to receive T h e John Ames Humphry/Forest Press
Award for 1991 in recognition of his significant contributions to international librarianship. The award, which consists of a $1,000 prize and a certificate, was pre
sented at the annual conference of the American Library Association at Atlanta this
June.
H e was also chosen as corecipient of the Distinguished Service Award by the
Asian/Pacific American Librarians Association. This was presented on July 1,1991,
also in Atlanta in conjunction with the ALA meeting.
For the past twenty-five years, Dr. Lee has been actively involved in library devel
opment projects abroad through consulting assignments with the United Nations
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization, the International Development
Research Center (Canada), the Food and Agricultural Organization of the United
Nations, the U.S. Agency for International Development, the World Bank, and
many government agencies and universities in Asia. H e has frequently lectured in
many parts of Asia, especially mainland China and Taiwan, and pioneered a highly
successful library internship program at Ohio University for librarians and library
science faculty members from many developing countries. Previously he received
the 1989 Distinguished Services Award or the Library Association of China in
Taiwan and recognition as honorary librarian or consulting professor by many
Chinese libraries and universities.
Through his efforts, Ohio University has recently been designated by the Govern
ments of Malaysia and Botswana as the official depository of publications of their
countries in America. Such designations are unique for American libraries and will
make Ohio University the center for information and research sources for these two
countries in the United States.
As a dedicated library professional, Dr. Lee serves as an elected Councilor of the
American Library Association, an elected Board Director of the Ohio Library Asso
ciation, and A L A representative to the Standing Committee of University Libraries
and Other General Research Libraries of the International Federation of Library
Associations and Institutions. H e has received many awards for his outstanding ser
vices, including the 1987 Librarian of the Year by the Ohio Library Association and
Outstanding Administrator Award from Ohio University in 1982.
(William M. Betcher)
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University of Chicago
Ms. E L A I N E YI-LING B A O joined the University of Chicago as a Chinese Cataloger in March 1991. Ms. Bao holds a B.A. degree from Northeast Missouri State
University and an MLS from the University of Pittsburgh. Prior to this appoint
ment, she was a Student Assistant at the East Asian Library of the University of
Pittsburgh.
(Jai-hsya Tsao)
Arizona State University
Ms. K A T S U K O H O T E L L I N G has accepted Arizona State University's offer to be
our Catalog Librarian/Area Specialist for Japanese Studies. She fills the position
held by Hideyuki M o n m o t o who has left for the University of Michigan for doctoral
study in library science. Ms. Hotelling has a B.A. degree in East Asian studies and
an M. A. degree in library science from the University of North Carolina and an
M.A. in Asian Studies from the University of Oregon. She worked as a catalog li
brarian at the University of Oregon library for almost three years. She began her
employment at Arizona State University on September 1,1991.
(Ai-Hwa Wu)

The Ohio State University Libraries
Ms. C A R M E N L E E has left the position of Chinese Studies Librarian at the Ohio
State University Libraries. Ms. D A P H N E H S U E H has been appointed as Acting
Chinese Studies Librarian. She received her M.A.L.S. from George Peabody Col
lege and her M.A. (Comparative Literature) from Michigan State University.
She has served in a number of positions at Ohio State, most recently as CJK Cata
loging Coordinator for the past few years. Ms. Hsueh is currently cochair of ALCTS
Retrospective Conversion Interest Group, a board member of CALA, and associate
editor of the NASIG Newsletter.
Ms. YU-LAN M A R G A R E T C H O U has been appointed Cataloger for Chinese Ma
terials at the Ohio State University Libraries. She received her B.A. in Chinese Lit
erature and Linguistics at National Tsing H u a University and an M.L.S. from the
University of Pittsburgh. Prior to coming to the United States for library school, Ms.
Chou was a project assistant at Academia Sinica for the Chinese twenty-five dynastic
histories full-text data base project.
Ms. K I K U K O K A W A C H I has been appointed Cataloger for Japanese Materials at
the Ohio State University Libraries. She received her B.A. in Economics at Keio
University, an M.A. in Economics also at Keio, an M.A. in Economics at the Uni
versity of Texas at Austin, and an M.L.I.S. at Louisiana State University. Most re
cently she has served as Librarian III at Olympio Borja Memorial Library, Northern
Marianas College, Saipan.
(Maureen Donovan)
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PROFESSIONAL VACANCIES

University of Chicago East Asian Collection
Position:

KOREAN LIBRARIAN
The University of Chicago Library is seeking candidates for
the position of Korean Librarian. T h e Korean collection of
the East Asian Collection consists of over 9,000 volumes
and has an annual growth of about 1,000 volumes. T h e
Korean Serials collection has 385 current serial titles. This
position is responsible for the development and
management of the Korean Section.

Responsibilities:

The Korean Librarian reports to the Curator of the East
Asian Collection. This position is responsible for the fol
lowing areas:
In consultation with the Curator, establish goals and objec
tives for the Korean Section. Within the scope of the ac
quisitions policy, select materials on Korea, in all formats
and languages. Evaluate collection. Develop cooperative
programs with other libraries. Establish and maintain rela
tions with dealers, libraries, and other institutions in Korea,
the United States, and elsewhere to facilitate ordering and
acquiring materials on Korea. Monitor and manage the
acquisitions budget.
Serve as liaison with Korean studies faculty and students.
Apprise faculty and staff of selected new publications and
acquisitions. Provide reference assistance and instruction.
Consult with the Curator on staffing and budget require
ments. Supervise Korean section support staif. Perform
original cataloging and classification using AACR2, L C
Classification, LC Subject Headings, and L C Rule Interpre
tations. Serve on Library committees. Participate or repre
sent the Library in professional subject and library
meetings.
Depending on the language skills beyond Korean, will have
some assignments relating to the Chinese or Japanese sec
tions; organize and implement special projects within areas
of responsibilities.

Qualifications:

Education: Graduate degree in library science from an ac
credited library school is required. An undergraduate or
graduate degree in Korean studies or in a social science or
humanities discipline with emphasis on Korea highly pre
ferred as is an excellent knowledge of Korean culture.
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Experience: Substantial experience in an academic or re
search library with directly related experience in East Asia
studies is strongly preferred; good knowledge of AACR2,
LC Classification and subject analysis, M A R C format is re
quired. Effective communication skills both orally and in
writing is essential. Working experience as a supervisor is
preferred.
Languages: Fluency in Korean and English are required,
as is familiarity with the McCune-Reischauer romanization
system. Good reading ability in Chinese a n d / o r Japanese
is highly desirable.
Salary and benefits:

Appointment salary will be based on qualifications and ex
perience. Salary range begins at $31,400. Benefits include
contributory retirement plan, health care coverage, life and
disability insurance, 22 vacation days, 6 University holidays,
5 personal holidays, and sick leave. There is a tuition bene
fit plan for college age and younger children.

Application:

Letter of application should include curriculum vitae and
the names, addresses, and telephone numbers of three ref
erences. Review of applications will be begin August 1 and
continue until the position is filled. Applications should b e
sent to: Denise Weintraub, Personnel Office; University of
Chicago Library; 1100 E. 57th Street, Chicago, I L 60637.

The University of Chicago is an equal opportunity employer.
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
Position:

East Asian Cataloger

Responsibilities:

Cataloging and classifying materials in the Chinese
(chiefly), Japanese, and Korean languages in all formats
using A A C R 2 rules and LC classification and subject
headings. Preparing and tagging data in both vernacular
and romanized form for input into the O C L C data base.
Verifying and creating authority records. Training and su
pervising student assistants in tasks required for cataloging
and catalog maintenance. Continuing the current retro
spective conversion project for East Asian materials.

Qualifications:

MLS from an ALA-accredited library school. Proficiency
in Chinese, both in reading and writing is required. Excel
lent communication skills m English. Prefer a minimum of
two years experience with O C L C or R L I N in cataloging
Chinese-language materials. Knowledge of the Japanese
language is desirable. Also desirable is supervising experi
ence, creativity, initiative, and the ability to implement ef
fective catalog management programs.
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Salary and benefits:

This is a 12-month academic appointment with a salary of
$24,000 and standard state benefits of annual leave, sick
leave, insurance coverage, and State or T I A A - C R E F
retirement plan.

Application:

This position is available December 1, 1991. Applicant
should apply in writing, including letter of application, resum6, and the names, addresses, and telephone numbers of
three references who are knowledgeable of their
qualifications for this position.
Send application to:
Ms. Barbara A. Delon, Library Personnel Officer
C B # 3900, Davis Library
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
Chapel Hill, N C 27599-3900

Application deadline:

To ensure consideration, application should be received no
later than 5:00 p.m., Friday, November 1,1991.

AN E Q U A L O P P O R T U N I T Y / A F F I R M A T I V E A C T I O N E M P L O Y E R
Cornell University East Asia Collection
Position:

Curator, East Asia Collection. Cornell University Library
seeks an experienced and dynamic librarian, with a strong
public service commitment, to serve as Curator of the
Wason Collection on East Asia. Containing more than
425,000 volumes, the Wason Collection has long been
noted for its western language holdings on China, as well as
its extensive Chinese-language materials. More recently, it
has also been aggressively developing its Japanese-language
holdings. From the summer of 1992, this distinguished
collection will occupy the main level of Cornell's new Carl
A. Kroch Library for Special Collections in the Humanities
and Social Sciences.

Duties and
responsibilities:

With general responsibility for supervising the department's
public service and collection development activities, the
Wason Curator hires and supervises the collection's staff,
manages its budget, interprets general library policies as
they relate to the Collection, provides reference and biblio
graphic services related to East Asia in general, and China
in particular, and serves as a central liaison with both other
library departments and with faculty and visiting scholars.
The Wason Curator also selects all Chinese-language mate
rials for the Collection, supervises the Assistant Curator's
selection of western and Japanese-language materials, and
advises the library's technical service departments on their
processing and cataloging of East Asian materials.
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The Curator works closely with the faculty and students of
Cornell's East Asia Program in developing the Collection's
holdings and in providing necessary support for the
Program's research and teaching activities. Appropriately
qualified candidates wishing to offer an annual course on
East Asian Bibliography and Research Methods will also
be considered for an adjunct faculty appointment in the
University's Department of Asian Studies.
Qualifications:

A professional degree in librarianship a n d / o r an advanced
research degree in an appropriate field of Chinese Studies
is required, as are demonstrated administrative skills and at
least six years of progressively responsible experience in the
Asian Collection of a major research library. A demon
strated commitment to public service at the research library
level is also required. Evidence of continuing scholarly in
terest and fluency in Chinese is highly desired, with a re
search-level reading/writing knowledge of Chinese the
minimum requirement. A working knowledge of Japanese
will be advantageous. Strong verbal and written communi
cation skills in English and Chinese are essential, as is fa
miliarity with the Chinese-language book trade.
Evidence of initiative, leadership, personnel management
skills, and enthusiasm for working cooperatively with col
leagues in South Asia and Southeast Asia collections is es
sential, as is a demonstrated capacity to contribute to the
field of East Asian Studies, to develop and promote the use
of a very large research collection, to interact effectively
with other library administrators, and to work with stu
dents, faculty, and visiting scholars.

Application:

Applications are desired by October 15,1991, but will b e
accepted until the position is filled. Salary and rank will be
dependent upon qualifications and experience. Submit
letter of application, r6sum6, and names, addresses, and
phone numbers of three references to:
Ann Dyckman, Director of Personnel
235 Ohn Library
Cornell University
Ithaca, NY 14853-5301

C O R N E L L UNIVERSITY IS AN E Q U A L O P P O R T U N I T Y / A F F I R M A T I V E
ACTION E M P L O Y E R
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University of Illinois Library at Urbana-Champaign
Position:

Head, Asian Library. Position available after April 1,1992.
A full-time permanent position.

Duties:

Reporting to the Director of Area Studies, the incumbent is
responsible for the administration and cataloging of books
and serials in Chinese, Japanese, and Korean; administra
tion of the materials budget and operations budget; provi
sion of reference services to students and faculty engaged in
research in the area; carrying out other administrative tasks
such as grant-writing, supervision of circulation activities,
student workers, and other duties as required. The incum
bent is also responsible for the general direction of the
South and West Asian collection, which is administered by
the South and West Asian Librarian.

Department:

The Asian Library is part of the Library's A r e a Studies
Unit and part of the General Services Faculty. T h e Asian
Library consists of the East Asian Division and the South
and West Asian Division. The staff comprises 4 F T E li
brarians, 5.75 F T E support staff and student workers. The
Asian collection contains over 260,000 volumes, including
Chinese, Japanese, Korean, Indie, Arabic, Hebrew, Persian,
and Indonesian.

Qualifications:

Required: an MLS from an ALA-accredited library school
or an equivalent; working knowledge of Chinese and
Japanese; three years experience in an East Asian Studies
research library; demonstrated English-language communi
cation skills; ability to work effectively with a research-ori
ented faculty and student body; ability to work in a collegial
environment; administrative experience; ability to meet
university requirements for promotion and tenure. Pre
ferred: an advanced degree or strong academic background in Asian studies; working knowledge of a second
East Asian language (Chinese, Japanese, Korean); experi
ence in East Asian collection development; experience in
administering an Asian studies library.

Salary and rank:

Librarians have faculty rank. Appointment at Associate or
Full Professor. Salary $35,000 upward, depending on quali
fications, experience, and appointment rank. Librarians
are faculty and must demonstrate excellence in librarianship, research, publication, and university/professional/community service in order to meet university standards for
tenure and promotion.

Terms of Appointment: Twelve months appointment. Twenty-four work days vaca
tion per year; 11 paid holidays; 12 days annual sick leave
(cumulative up to a maximum of 240 days) plus an addi
tional 13 days per year if necessary; paid health insurance
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for all employees (coverage for dependents may be pur
chased); participation in the State Universities Retirement
System is compulsory upon appointment (8 percent of staff
member's salary is withheld and is tax exempt until retire
ment); newly hired university employees are now covered
by the Medicare portion of Social Security, and are subject
to its deduction.
Campus and
Community:

Urbana-Champaign, located about 135 miles south of
Chicago, is a university community of over 100,000 inhabi
tants, plus a student population of over 35,000. T h e Uni
versity of Illinois has an administrative, academic, and suport staff of over 12,000. Many departments and colleges
ave outstanding reputations tor research achievement.
T h e Library ranks first in size among state university li
braries and third among all universities in the country.

E
Application:

Send letter of application and complete r6sum6 with the
names, addresses, and telephone numbers of five refer
ences to:
Allen G. Dries, Library Personnel Manager, University of
Illinois Library at Urbana-Champaign, 1408 West Gregory
Drive, Urbana, Illinois 61801. Phone: (217) 333-5494.

Deadline:

For maximum consideration, applications and nominations
should be received no later than February 1,1992.

T H E U N I V E R S I T Y O F ILLINOIS IS AN A F F I R M A T I V E A C T I O N / E Q U A L
OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Research Libraries Group International Union Catalog of Chinese R a r e Books
Project
Position:

Chinese Rare Book Cataloger with the classification of
Miscellaneous Professional (C05/06). This is a two-year
position, with continuation subject to subsequent funding.

Responsibilities:

The incumbent reports to the Editorial Director, R L G In
ternational Union Catalog of Chinese R a r e Books Project.
At Princeton University, the Chinese R a r e Book Cataloger
provides original cataloging of Chinese monographs and
manuscripts printed before 1796 or rare works printed
thereafter. The incumbent provides full original cataloging
of Chinese rare books and manuscripts from dossiers,
worksheets, and catalog cards submitted by participants in
the R L G project to create an international union catalog of
Chinese rare books in the Research Libraries Information
Network (RLIN). Provides full bibliographic description;
performs authority work; analyzes subject content to select
the appropriate Library of Congress (LC) subject headings
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and ssu-k'u classification; applies and adapts guidelines es
tablished in pilot phase of project and L C rules for Biblio
graphic Description of R a r e Books, in consultation with the
Editorial Director, to form the basis of a new U S standard;
reviews records entered online by overseas participants;
rovides local holdings and copy-specific information on
ehalf of participating institutions; supervises project assis
tant's inputting of records in R U N ; and participates in
managing workflow and priorities.

E
Qualifications:

MLS from an ALA-accredited graduate library school or
the equivalent in training and experience. Solid working
knowledge of classical Chinese. Requires the ability to
communicate effectively in Mandarin and English. Subject
background in Chinese classical studies, demonstrated by a
graduate or undergraduate degree or the recognized equiv
alent, is highly desirable.
Previous experience in original cataloging of Chinese
monographs in a research library environment; knowledge
of basic cataloging tools such as A A C R 2 rev. 1988, LC
Rule Interpretations, and LC subject headings and classifi
cation schedules. Appointment at the C05 level requires a
minimum of three years' experience in cataloging Chinese
books for a research collection; the C06 level requires a
minimum of five years' experience. Experience working
with RLIN CJK in a research library environment is highly
desirable, as is knowledge of L C s rules for the Biblio
graphic Description of R a r e Books, ssu-k'u classification,
and cataloging rules established in Taiwan or China.
Demonstrated ability to apply the concepts behind cata
loging rules and rule interpretations to different types of
materials to facilitate access, and the ability to resolve
complex bibliographic issues efficiently. Ability to adapt
quickly and work under pressure to meet deadlines and
production goals.

Salary:

$2,406-3,390 a month, depending upon background and
qualifications.

Application:

To apply, send resume and cover letter highlighting
qualifications to:
Dr. J. Soren Edgren
Editorial Director
R L G International Union Catalog of Chinese R a r e
Books Project
Jones Hall, R o o m 305
Princeton University
Princeton, NJ 08544-1005
The deadline for applications is November 22,1991.
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PUBLICATIONS

I. China
A Comparative Study of the Use of Academic Libraries by Undergraduates in the
United States and Taiwan. By Lai Ting Ming, Ph.D. University of Wisconsin
- Madison, 1990. 299 pp. Available from University Microfilms Interna
tional, Order Number DA9033783.
This study compares academic library use of undergraduate students in the
United States and undergraduate students in Taiwan. Frequency of library
use was treated as a dependent variable to determine the best predictors
from sixteen independent variables via a questionnaire administered to ju
nior students in the University of Wisconsin - Madison in the United States
and the National Taiwan University in Taiwan.
The items composing the dependent variables of library use were factor an
alyzed to determine the underlying structure of the purposes of library use
and the frequency of library use. For both samples two factors explained well
over 50 per cent of the variance in the items: N O N - C O L L E C T I O N U S E
and C O L L E C T I O N USE. The factor scores for these factors were used as
dependent variables with sixteen predictors, and backward method of multi
ple regression was applied to extract the best predictors for each sample.
The results indicated tnat the situational variables such as the requirement of
term papers, assigned reading beyond textbooks, instructor's encouragement
to use tne library, and the need for a quiet place to study were the most im
portant variables in the American sample, interacting with psychological
traits, library-relationship variables, and demographic variables in their rela
tionship to undergraduate library use. In the Chinese sample demographic
variables such as mother's educational level and psychological variables such
as dogmatism and anti-intellectualism were more important than situational
variables in their relationship to undergraduate library use.
(Dissertation Abstracts International 51, no. 11 (May 1991): 3544-A)
A Comparison of User Perceptions with Official Standards for Elementary School Li
braries in Taiwan, Republic of China. By Tzeng Huoy-Jia, Ed.D. University
of Massachusetts, 1990. 268 pp. Available from University Microfilms Inter
national, Order Number DA9110224.
This study is concerned with the attitudes and perceptions of the current el
ementary school library media centers in Taiwan, Republic of China. Ele
mentary school students, principals, library staff, and prospective elementary
school teachers in teacher colleges were interviewed and surveyed. Dissatis
faction about the physical layout, the collections, the user/circulation service,
and the personnel of elementary school libraries was reported by the four
targeted groups. Responses to this investigator's field studies and surveys
were compared with the recommendations suggested in the Chinese stan
dards of practice: Elementary School Facilities Standards (Ministry of Educa
tion, Taiwan, 1981), and the most updated American standards: Information
Power: Guidelines for School Library Media Programs (AASL, 1988). Litera-
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ture that studied cases in Taiwan, Canada, Great Britain, and the United
States was reviewed to provide reference and support of this study.
The results of the study indicate that, in most cases, elementary classroom
teachers in Taiwan are assigned the responsibility for library operation in ad
dition to their major teaching responsibility, despite the fact that few had any
library training prior to this assignment. The finding suggests that Taiwan
has not yet concluded that the library and librarians are an important adjunct
of the learning process.
That prospective teachers should receive adequate library training in their
preparation program, as other surveys had suggested, was also affirmed by
this study. Library training for prospective teachers can help them not only
to possess the necessary background to help their future students but also to
help themselves, as prospective teachers, become better (and more capable)
library users.
The study recommends the revision, updating, and reinforcement of the
Chinese elementary school library standards. Programs should be estab
lished to train and certify people who are interested in working at elementary
school libraries. A techmcal service center should be established so that di
rect contacts with users by library staff can be their primary concern.
(Dissertation Abstracts International 51, no. 11 (May 1991): 3545-A)
Chung-kuo chin hsien tai jen wu chuan chi tzu liao soyin
>S 3) . Edited by Wang Chi-hsiang, et. al. Ch'ang-ch'un: Tung pei shih ta t'u
shu kuan, 1988. 786 pp.
This index is undoubtedly one of the most needed of reference tools in the
study of modern China. It took twenty-seven people and two years' time to
produce and the result is indeed, as the compilers rightfully claim, the first
work for the period ever published with such comprehensive coverage. For
those who have been frustrated by the lack of such an index for the modern
period or who have attempted a similar project as this reviewer has, the
compilers' courage and efforts alone deserve our gratitude.
The index has very comprehensive coverage, including more than ten thou
sand chih ming li shih jen wu (renowned historical personages) in various
walks of life and spheres of activities ranging from politics, business, and ed
ucation to art, cinema, and sports for the period 1840 to 1949. However, the
index includes only the biographical literature that has been published be
tween 1948 and July 1987 in Chinese in Taiwan, Hong Kong, and China.
For any biographical dictionaries and indexes, selection criteria are bound to
be controversial. One can certainly take issue with the compilers of this in
dex on their definition of chih ming^a jh. . In general, the selection is fairly
balanced, though it is not clear to this reader whether the time period of in
clusion indicated, 1840-1949, refers to a person who lived and died within this
period or who was "famous" during it. We also find included in this work
many people who lived after that time period. Whatever the compilers' in
tention, there are some surprising inclusions and omissions. O n e might also
criticize the compilers for being partisan in including too many Communist
revolutionaries or too few artists of the pre-1949 period. Again, this could be
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due to the simple fact that there are more writings on the former than on the
latter. A check against the standard biographical dictionaries of modern
China shows that no really important personages are missing.
However, there are a few flaws in this index. The compilers are apparently
unaware of some important sources. One would assume that they would en
counter more difficulty finding journal articles than monographic studies.
Yet when I checked the entry for Ch'en Ch'i-mei
JL , I found that the
first post-1949 biography of him by Mo Yung-ming, published in 1982, was
missing. However, a review of this book, published in 1986, is included. Fur
ther checks on Wu Chih-hui
, H u Han-min Sfk&ikj » and many
other prominent persons resulted in similar discoveries. Moreover, the list
ing for Sun Yat-sen runs to twelve pages, nine longer than that for M a o Tsetung.
As we know, the Chinese traditionally had more than one name and often
preferred his hao
or tzu % to his ming & . It is not unusual that many
famous authors are known by various p e n names. Biographies about them,
therefore, have been written under different names. For some reason, this
index has not tried to group all the writings about the same person under one
name with cross references. For example, Ch'en Ch'i-mei and Ch'en Yingshih
, the same person, are treated as two separate entries without
cross references. This is also true of most persons known by various names.
Sun Yat-sen stands out as an exception; a see cross reference was made from
Sun I-hsien to Sun Chung-shan. But there is no cross reference from Sun
Wen, the name Sun himself preferred for a period of time. Whatever the
reason, this arrangement or omission of cross references causes serious
problems for users, particularly those who are less knowledgeable about the
culture and history of modern China. This also leads readers to question the
knowledge and background of the compilers themselves. Readers with
knowledge of pinyin will find it easy to use, since all name entries are ar
ranged alphabetically by that system. Those who are without that knowledge
can locate the entries by using the stroke index to the first character of the
name.
Despite these shortcomings, which can be corrected in future revised editions
or supplements, this long overdue effort has won the wholehearted apprecia
tion of this librarian. Although there is no mention made about the profes
sion of the twenty-seven compilers, one can be certain that most of them are
librarians, since the chief editor is himself a librarian and the work was done
at his library, the Library of the Tung-pei Normal University. As a Chinese
colleague once remarked to me, the compilers of any type of reference work
are the ones who are willing to "burn themselves to give light to others." W e
certainly appreciate the light these compilers have given us.
(Richard Wang)
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II. Japan
JAPAN.

Compiled by Frank Joseph Shulman. World Bibliographical Series, vol
ume 103. Oxford, Santa Barbara, Denver: Clio Press, 1989. Order in the
U.S. from ABC Clio, 130 Cremona, P.O. Box 1911, Santa Barbara, C A
93116-1911. US$132.00. ISBN 1-85109-074-6. xix, 873 pp., "Maps of Japan"
following page 873.
This bibliography cites 1,900 popular and academic works about J a p a n pub
lished since 1960. Its scope covers Japanese history, religion, biography,
philosophy, ethnic and social groups, health, economy, politics and govern
ment, literature and the fine arts, science and technology, cultural aspects,
and other sources of detailed information about Japan. T h e topics covered
are treated so as to link them with related topics both more general and
more specific.
There are extensive indexes that provide access to the items of the bibliogra
phy through the names of authors personal and corporate; the titles cited as
main entries or referred to in the annotations; and subjects composed of key
terms, concepts, and names mentioned in the entries. The Index of Authors
is 23 pages long; the Index of Titles, 37 pages; and the Index of Subjects, 167
pages. The enormous scope and fine detail of the bibliography becomes evi
dent when one browses through the large index portion or the book.
While the emphasis of the selections is on books published in the 1970s and
1980s, Shulman includes older works of literary merit, historical significance,
and sound scholarship. The annotations for the 1,615 numbered entries not
only accurately describe the contents and intellectual temperament of the
works selected, but, in many instances, provide leads to cognate topics,
thereby offering a teacher and his students many suggestions for possible re
search papers and beginning points for more extensive research.
The annotations also furnish public service librarians with information en
abling them to create bibliographies tailored to the specific needs of student
researchers. Shulman's work will also indicate to collection development li
brarians how successful their efforts have been in building a western-lan
guage collection about Japan. Frank Shulman is to be congratulated for cre
ating such a coherent, all-encompassing bibliography, one that will for a long
time give other makers of bibliographies a standard against which to measure
their own work.
(Edward Martinique)

Zen Buddhism: A Classified Bibliography of Western-Language Publications Through
1990. Compiled by James L. Gardner. Salt Lake City: Wings of Fire Press,
1991. 412 pp. Cloth ISBN: 1-879222-02-7, US$34.00; paper ISBN: 1879222-03-5, US$22.50; domestic P&H, $2.50; foreign sea, $6.00.
This bibliography, an extensive work of 2,831 numbered and classified cita
tions, will serve both the beginner and the advanced student of Z e n
Buddhism. T h e book covers writings on Z e n in Japan, China, Korea, Tibet,
Vietnam, America, and the western world. Some of the subjects classified
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under the thirty headings include the fine arts, classical texts, language, "howto" materials, particular sects, and basic reference works like encyclopedias,
dictionaries, etc.
Important persons in the sphere of Z e n Buddhism studies also receive sepa
rate headings. Some of these persons are Dogen, D . T. Suzuki, Allan Watts,
Ikkyu, and Keizan Rinzai among others. Citations to the literature of the
Christian Z e n dialogue form a large section with subheadings for Meister
Eckhart and for mysticism. There are citations under headings for psychol
ogy, feminism, ecology, humor, and cooking. Under many of the subject
headings, see also references to related material are to be found. Two copi
ous author and subject indexes complete this thoroughgoing bibliography.
The compiler, James L. Gardner, is a professional librarian with the
Genealogical Society of Utah who studied Z e n meditation and Z e n philoso
phy during a fifteen-year stay in Japan.
(Edward Martinique)
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ADDITIONS, C H A N G E S , C O R R E C T I O N S , D E L E T I O N S

In issue no. 93 (June 1991) of the CEAL Bulletin a serious error occurs on page 53 in
the obituary for Tomie Mochizuki. The last sentence should state: Please make
checks payable to the Japan Society, and note (not as printed: not) that the gift is in
memory of Tomie Mochizuki. This note will keep the gift from being placed in the
Society's general fund.
In CEAL Directory 1990-1991:
On

page

20

under

INSTITUTE

FOR ADVANCED

STUDIES

OF

WORLD

R E L I G I O N S change telephone entries to:
Telephone:
FAX:

(914) 225-1445; (516) 6 8 9 - 5 2 0 7
(914)225-0447

O n page 29 under M I C H I G A N ,
Matsudo, Yasuko to:

U N I V E R S I T Y OF change p h o n e number for

( 3 1 3 ) 7 6 4 - 0 4 0 6 or ( 3 1 3 ) 7 4 7 - 4 5 9 0
O n page 3 4 under O H I O S T A T E U N I V E R S I T Y L I B R A R I E S E a s t A s i a n C o l l e c t i o n

change F A X telephone number to:
(614) 292-7859
O n page 3 4 under O C L C O N L I N E C O M P U T E R L I B R A R Y C E N T E R , I N C . change

to:
A s i a Pacific a n d T e c h n i c a l S e r v i c e s
Andrew H. W a n g
Director
C J K 3 5 0 Marketing
C J K 3 5 0 Policy

X6188

Moo-jae Pak
A s i a Pacific S p e c i a l P r o j e c t s C o o r d i n a t o r
C J K 3 5 0 H a r d w a r e Installation
C J K 3 5 0 C a r d Supply Services
DLC Record Enhancement
Shu-En Tsai
Asia Pacific U s e r Services Specialist
General Support/Services
Marketing Assistance
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X5036

X6384

C J K 3 5 0 Services Section
Hisako Kotaka
Manager
CJK350 Support/Services
C J K Plus S y s t e m
Victor Lin-yun Y u
C J K U s e r Services Specialist
General Support/Services
CJKTECHPRO
Shuh-jiuan C h e n
C J K R E T R O C O N Supervisor
CJK RETROCON
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x6480

x6344

x6146

INDEXES

AUTHOR/TITLE INDEX
"Accessing Japanese Data Bases on
Personal Computers in the
United States," (Harrision) 1120

"Major Economic Research Institu
tions in China and Their Publi
cations," (Wang, Richard), 2932

Chin, Elise, "Special Project for
Ch'ing Dynasty Materials," 2528

"Problems in Cataloging Korean
Classical Literature," (Kim), 3-10
Shulman, Frank Joseph, Japan, 58

Chung-kuo chin hsien tai jen wu
chuan chi tzu liao so yin,
(Wang, Chi-hsiang), 56-57

"Special Project for Ch'ing Dynasty
Materials," (Chin), 25-28

"Comparative Study of the Use of
Academic Libraries by Under
graduates in the United States
and Taiwan," (Lai), 55

"Twenty-Five Dynastic Histories Full
Text Retrieval Data Base at the
University of Washington," (Wu),
21-24

"Comparison of User Perceptions
with Official Standards for
Elementary School Libraries in
Taiwan, Republic of China,"
(Tzeng), 55-56

Tzeng, Huoy-Jia, "Comparison of User
Perceptions with Official Stand
ards for Elementary School Librar
ies in Taiwan, Republic of China,"
55-56

Gardner, James L., Zen Buddhism:
a Classified Bibliography of
Western-Language Publications
Through 1990, 58-59

Wang, Chi-hsiang, et. al., Chung-kuo
chin hsien tai jen wu chuan chi
tzu liao so yin, 56-57

Harrison, Scott Edward, "Access
ing Japanese Data Bases on Per
sonal Computers in the United
States," 11-20
Japan, (Shulman), 58
Kim, Joy, "Problems in Cataloging
Korean Classical Literature,"
3-10
Lai, Ting Ming, "Comparative
Study of the Use of Academic
Libraries by Undergraduates in
the United States and Taiwan,"
55

Wang, Richard, "Major Economic Re
search Institutions in China and
Their Publications," 29-32
Wu, Yeen-Mei, "Twenty-Five Dynastic
Histories Full Text Retrieval Data
Base at the University of Washing
ton, 21-24
Zen Buddhism: a Classified Biblio
graphy of Western-Language Publi
cations Through 1990, (Gardner),
58-59
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SUBJECT INDEX
Academic library use, by under
graduates in the United States
and Taiwan compared, 55
Anglo-American Cataloging Rules,
2nd Edition, found insuffi
cient for cataloging East Asian
rare books, 34
Arizona State University East
Asian Language Collection,
appoints Katsuko Hotelling as
Catalog Librarian/Area Special
ist for Japanese Studies, 47
Australia National University Li
brary, joins the Online Com
puter Library Center list of
CJK members, 38-40
Automation of library processes,
provided to the Hong Kong Uni
versity of Science & Technol
ogy by Innovative Interfaces,
Inc. , 43-44
Bao, Elaine Yi-ling, appointed
Chinese cataloger at the Uni
versity of Chicago East Asian
Library, 47

Chinese dynastic histories, full
text retrieval data base of, 21-24
Chinese economic research institu
tions, publications of, 29-32
Ch'ing dynasty literature collec
tion, project to catalog and pre
serve at the University of Wash
ington East Asia Library, 25-28
CD-ROM data bases, access to Japan
ese-language, discussed, 17-19
Chou, Yu-Lan Margaret, appointed
Cataloger for Chinese Materials at
the Ohio State University Librar
ies, 47
Columbia University Toshiba Library
for Japanese Legal Research, cre
ated with donation from Toshiba
America, Inc., 42-43
Committee on East Asian Libraries,
annual meeting in 1992, 2; member
ship, 1
Computer searches, in Japanese-lan
guage data bases, 11-20

Bibliographic searching, problems
and prospects of, in East
Asian-language data bases dis
cussed, 34

Conversion of Chinese-language ro
manization systems, computer pro
gram to produce, discussed and
exhibited, 35

Biographical literature, Chinese,
indexes of, 56-57

Data bases, Chinese-language, con
taining full text retrieval of
Chinese dynastic histories, 21-24

Cataloging Korean classical lit
erature, problems in, 3-10
Cataloging of East Asian materi
als, development at the Library
of Congress described, 34;
problems discussed, 34-35
Chang, Chung-yuan, collection,
donated to University of Hawaii
Asia Collection, 40

Data bases, Japanese-language, ac
cess to, 11-20
East Asian materials cataloging, de
velopment at the Library of Con
gress described, 34; prolems dis
cussed, 34-35
Elementary school library media cen
ters in Taiwan, attitudes toward
and perception of, compared, 55-56
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SUBJECT INDEX (continued)
Hong Kong University of Science
& Technology Library, receives
East Asian language support for
its library functions from In
novative Interfaces, Inc., 4344
Hotelling, Katsuko, appointed
Catalog Librarian/Area Special
ist for Japanese Studies at the
Arizona State University East
Asian Collection, 47
Hsueh, Daphne, appointed Acting
Chinese Studies Librarian at
the Ohio State University Li
braries, 47
Hwang, Jane, becomes Project Di
rector and Bibliographer for
Ch'ing dynasty literature cata
loging and preservation project
at the University of Washington
East Asia Library, 25
Information retrieval systems,
Chinese dynastic histories, 2124
Innovative Interfaces, Inc., pro
vides support for East Asian
languages to the Hong Kong Uni
versity of Science & Technology
Library, 43-44
International Association of Ori
entalist Librarians, election
of officers, 1990, 41-42; pre
pares for 1993 meeting in Hong
Kong, 36
Japanese-language CD-ROM data
bases, access to, discussed,
17-19
Japanese-language data bases, ac
cess to, with personal com
puters in the United States
discussed, 11-20; searching,
14-17

Japanese research libraries, meeting
held to discuss improving collec
tions of and access to, in Wash
ington, D.C. on June 28, 1991, 3637
Kawachi, Kikuko, appointed Cataloger
for Japanese Materials at the Ohio
State University Libraries, 47
Korean literature, problems with
subject cataloging of, discussed,
3-10, 35
Lee, Hwa-Wei, arranges librarian ex
change between China and Ohio, 40;
awarded for his contributions to
international librarianship, 46
Librarian exchanges, between librar
ians from China and Ohio, 46
Library of Congress, drafts proposal
for pinyin word division, 35
Liu, Jiahe, visits University of Ha
waii East-West Center, 41
Lo, Karl K., discusses computer
program to convert Wade-Giles ro
manization to pinyin romanization,
35
Name authority, system of, at West
ern Library Network described, 3334
Ohio State University Libraries, ap
points Daphne Hsueh as Acting Chi
nese Studies Librarian, 47; ap
points Kikuko Kawachi as Cataloger
for Japanese Materials, 47; ap
points Yu-Lan Margaret Chou as
Cataloger of Chinese Materials, 47
Online Computer Library Center, cat
aloging system used at the Aus
tralian National University Li
brary, 38-40
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Pinyin romanization, system of
word division proposed by Lirary of Congress, 35
Preservation of library materi
als, at the University of Wash
ington East Asia Library, 25-28
Shih chieh jih pao (Los Angeles),
pledges funds to expand Chi
nese-language collection at the
University of California, Ir
vine, East Asian Collection, 38
Subject cataloging of literature,
Library of Congress practices
criticized, 3-10, 34
Technical services, reoganization
of, 33
Toshiba America, Inc., donates
funds to create the Toshiba Li
brary for Japanese Legal Re
search at Columbia University,
42-43
Unicode, explanation and develop
ment of, 33

University of California, Irvine,
East Asian Collection, receives
pledge from Shih chieh jih pao
(Los Angeles) to build Chineselanguage collection, 38
University of Chicao East Asian Li
brary, appoints Elaine Yi-ling Bao
Chinese cataloger, 47
University of Hawaii Asia Collec
tion, acquires Chung-yuan Chang
book collection, 40
University of Hawaii East-West Cen
ter, Liu Jiahe visits, 41
University of Washington East Asia
Library, maintains and operates
Twenty-Five Dynastic Histories
Full Text Retrieval Data Base, 2124; project to catalog and pre
serve Ch'ing dynasty literature
collection described, 25-28
Western Library Network, name au
thority system described, 33-34
Zen Buddhism, bibliography of works
in western languages, 58-59
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